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COW DISTURBS
BOAT'S ROUSTERS

PADUCAH. KY.. SATURDAY EVENIN
G. JUNE 8. 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

Stampedes Them and Then
Stampedes Herself
e.

rSouthern Peanut Company
1MAD
Will HaVe Large Capital
Hundred Thousand Della rConcern Takes Over Local Plant
and Will Increase Business
With Greater Capacity

Men Sleeping on Deck Hush to
the
Guards but Are Prevented from
Going Overboard.

A NDLE ALL
SHE

CONTROLLED

THE

DECK.

KINDS

OF

Nrrs.

IthILL &II'S ORCHARD
IS CONSUMIEST,E LIAR
—WIFE WILL TESTIFY,
Denver June 8.—Mrs. Ida Orchard, one of the wives of the
chief witness in the Heywo
od
ease, left ('ripple ('reek
for
Boise, She will swear her husband was employed by a detective agency alien she married him in 1902, and has continued in that rapacity since.
Gen. Sherman Bell laughs at
hat Harry Orchard says about
attempting to kill him.
He
says orchard knew where Bell
could be found at all times.
"Waft is," said Bell. "Orch
ard
eat* not looking for me. As
regards his testimony, he's the
biggest liar is ho ever saw
Pikes' peak."

10 CENTS PER WEEK

Cloudburst Wipes Out
DOG SCARE
Toten of GradyVille, Ky.
is UNFOUNDED

Doctor Says Cases of Rabies
are Rare

The county teachers' institute will
be held this year at Lone Oak in
the
Kentucky Western college, openi
ng
July 8 and continuing one
week.
Doge Feel 111 and Cross, but Peopl Prof. T. J. Coats, of
Princeton, has
e
Nag Them and Dogs Resent It,
been selected to Instruct, and every
teacher in the county is expected to
of Course.
be iu attendance,

It is Believed That ;Thirty
People Were Drowned in
Torrents That Swept Down
Big River—Five Bodies are
Recovered

K. of C. Go to Cairo.
MUCH DAMAGE BY
Articles of incorporation were
LIGHTNING,
FEELS SORRY FOR THE DOGS
Tomorrow morning a large delega
filed
.
today at the court house
tion of Paducah Knights of Colum
by the
Southern Peanut company,
Pandemonium reigned for a while
bus will leave on a special train
with
for
$100,000 capital stock, to succee
on the steamer Dick Fowler lying
Cairo to attend the initiation
d
at
of a Southern Indiana and Illinois Visited
the
"Why
all
presen
this
t
shoot
conce
the wharfboat last night at ii
ing of dogs large class of candid
rn by the game
o'clock
ates. A banquet
Unsettled aeather with occasional name at First and
supposed to be mad?" asked a promBy Electric Storms,
and an occurrence purely
Washington streets
will follow the Initiation. The
Cloudburst*
ridiculous thunder shouers tonight and
Painent physiciau- this morning.
prob- The old company bad $40,000 caldnearly turned into tregedy. Separ
"I
ducah
degree team will put the canated ably Sunday. Highest temperatur tay stock
and
Hail That Ruin Crops and
haven't picked up The Sun any
owned, principally, by W.
e
from her family and finding the bars
Ley
day didates through the second
yesterday, He; lowest today, 03.
degree.
F. Bradshaw, Jr., Cook
this week that I haven't notice
that had held her in bondage, yieldHusbands,
d of They will return about 1
Low Property.
o'clock on
a mad dog being shot, You say two
George C. Thompson " and
ing to her pressure for liberty,
J. W.
Monday morning.
a cow
Scott. Mr. Scott is the only
were shot this morning, and vet
broke but of a pen on the boat and
membe
I'll
r
STIt!K E SETTLED.
retaining interest in the concer
venture to say that there have not
started on a tour of investigation.
n. He
Havana, June S.—A strike at
will be vice-president. Charles Hall.
been a dozen genuine mad dogs
TWO ARE KILLED
Roosters sleep heavily after a hard
Santiago, caused by the demand
AT YORK•
of St. Louis, will be secretary-treas
Paducah in 20 years. A case of
day's work. They sleep around
hyon
of laborers On the docks and
urer,
and
droph
J.
obia
D.
is rare but the number of
Jones, of Bakersville,
the bailer deck on pallets, somet
tramways for an eight hour daY.
imes
Tenn., will be president..
times dogs that have been shot in the
so thick that a person can't
was peaceably settled according
walk
The
last ten days from having this disIncorporators are Charles
Columbia, Ky., June
access the deck without kicking
to a report to Governor Magoon.
8.—Thirty
one.
Hall, of St. Louis, 150; J. D. Jones,
ease, makes a professional man dupersons probably perish
Hence the pandemonium that
ed in a cloud
resultBakersville, Tenn., 50 and W.
bious
burst
ed from this cow's walking around in
which
about
the
correctness of the
practically destroyed the
0.
SUICIDE RECORD.
Britt, city, 30 shares each. The capitown of Gradyville
report.
her curiosity'. At every step she
-at midnight,
Oyer
took
Two
ebbuigo, June S.— ebleago'e
Hund
red
Thou
tal
sand
stock
Is fixed at $100,000, divided
"You ask what is the matter with Ignored
Whenthe disaster came the
she encountered rough-walking
folPres
waters
ence
suicide record was broken in
of
Husb
and'
s
into
1,000 shares of $100 each.
of the Big creek,
lowed by the most outlandish
Dollars Increase in the Bank he dogs, that they certainly act
swollen by the
yells.
May when 53 persons ended
The plans of the new company
storm
queerl
,
Of a naturally amiable disposition,
Gold
y
swept
and
on
freque
Watc
ntly bite persons.
are
h and Picked Up
sleeping village. Five
their lives. The cosoner's ofliee
ambitious, including the erection
Clearings For Week Just Nothing in the world in nine
bodies have been recove
the cow was put into a panick
of
y state
cases
red. Nearly
and Forecaster Cox say the
Dis
the
.
a new plant in Texas, the probable
every
Foot
gear
of mind by the commotion her
out of ten, but a spell of irritation
residence was destroyed. PeoWithout
wanweather is responsible- for the inEnde
d
increa
sing
ple
of the capacity of the Pawere caught in submerged
derings occasioned. She; too, began
on the part of the dog. Do you know
c.ease.
hot'sturbing Sleepers
ducah plant, the handling of all
('S and drowned or
to grow excited. More rapid moveof any animal that hag to stand as
kindS
eaught under the
_
of southern nuts and a.
debris
ments netter -ber 'feet promptly
and
much
crushe
naggi
genera
ng as a dog? Children
d to death. The
l inac'CORNERSTONE LAID.
crease in facilities.
death list so far riport
companied
abuse them and grown folks think
,
by still greater vocal
L4S'AL TRADE IS IMPR
ed is: Dr. N.
Washington, June at.— The
OONG. they are
The company now does a half milC.
scales run off at high pressure from
Nell,
former state senator,
never wearied by play. A CLIMBED IN THROUGH
cormastone of the new half mil'and
-WIN
DOW.
lion
dollar
family; Mrs. Auston
business in a year and has
fright and given volume by
dog gets tired of playing, the weather
Wernere and
lusty
lion dollar elesionic temple was
had a remarkably prosperous
daugh
lungs, put reason to flight.
ter:
Mr.
Is
hot,
-and
but
cathe
Mrs.
nagging goes on just
D. S. Hill and
laid here this afternoon. Grand
reer.
family; John Moore and
Roosters who had not been awakBank clearings
family; H.
1,003,523 the same. Is it any wonder that he
Master Woodman used the %ante
It is the biggest concern of the Same
Moss
ened by the cow's steps, were broug
and
Ignori
five
ng a fine
or six of his family.
week last year....
gold
ht
trowel and gavel used by George
railroad
745,31N, sometimes gets Irritated and ro.n”ts
kind in the United States.
to a state of bewildered consci
to his natural means of defense--a watch, and taking only a pair of laousWashington in laying tile cornerness, by the shouts of their companColumbia, Ky., ( 2:-30 p.
Increase
bite? In our relations with dogs we dies shoes, a thief made a successful
m.) —
stone of the hilaTtol
2410,1
27
CICERO ANDERSON IS
ions. In the dark no idea of what was
rarely take notice when they are raid on the residence of Mr. John Eighteen bodies of victims of the
CAUGHT BY DETECTIVE
going on could be gotten. Besides,
cloudb
urst
Schroe
are
der,
That
sick,
recovered. Others are
unless they are so sick they
Twelfth
part of the increase in bank
to
and
Trimble
PEACE CONGRESS.
missing. Telephone wires are
be awakened like that could not
streets. He entered the room
clearings that appears to be unusua
be
you know
down.
The Hague, shine S.—Delewhere
how
l, can't move, and
Cicero Anderson, charged with be- is due to
expected to make for calm
Partic
ulars of the catastrophe are
investigatobacco movements. Com- quarrelsome a person is when he is Mr. and Mrs. Schroeder were asleep
gates' to the second peace coning an accomplice in the cutting of e:Le In additi
tion.
on to a normal increase half sick. Why can't we suppose never once awakening them, so si- meagre,
which opens next Saturg
John Ayres, a farmer of the Maxon in the cleari
The musters rushed for the guards
•
.
ngs, the money paid out that a dog has some characteristics lently did he go about his operaday,
are
beginn
ing
to
arrive
.
They didn't know whether the
Mills section, last Sunday morning on in tobacco
Illinois Cyclone.
tions. Mrs. Schroeder's shoes
of
world
-other
transa
animal
ctions
s,
and
The
has
princi
instea
sent
pel
were
d
the
work
of
of the conhad come to an end or fire had broKentucky avenue near First street, week up among
New Minden, Ill,, June 8.—A
the few million dol- shooting one every titne he isn't nor- near the dresser on which lay her
cyWest; will be done by commitken our. In either Case probably they
clone passed over this sectio
was arrested in Fulton last night lar figures
husba
nd's
mal
fine
or
bites
reache
gold
n last
someb
in
tees
d
the year. For
watch. The
ody, use a little
before whom great questions
thought the water would be a safe
night, resulting in the death
and brought to Paducah this morn- the first week in
of four
June, the clearings common judement in the case? Do shoes were missed by Mrs. Sehroewill be first threshed out, The
place for them.
leg at 1;35 o'clock by Detective T. this week are reassu
we shoot a gorse that gets irritated der when she arose, and because the people, and fatal injury of several
ring
congi
full
in
ess
the
face
will
then
pass
Ina
Officers on the wearfboat who had
J Moore.
of the decrease in May.
watch remained in its original place, others, while e score, of people were
and bites emnebody?
recommendations of the commita better perspective of the events
&elate-. injured.
Anderson went north from PaduThe various tobacco agents in this
the
theory of burglary was .not- entees.
"In the poputar mind, every dog
that had been transpiring, caugh
The dead are: Mrs. Henry
cab after fleeing from the city to es- city are shipping their
t the
tertai
ned
until
Weide
an
purchases to that acts queerly or bites someb
open
window, and two
-fright-crazed and half waked roosody, showing
cape arrest. He wrote a letter which their firms or government
children and a child named
the manner' in which the
s abroad Is niad, and must be shot forthw
PURCHASED PULLMAN.
ters before they took the plunge into
ith. thief
fell into the hands of the authorities. and the payment of money
entered and departed was dis- Steumeyer.
is for to- Ask anybody you know how
Fort Fort, Tea., June M.—The
the river. They were puled down
many covered.
Eight frame houses were destroyIt read that he would be in Fulton bacco long 1118Ce brought in. Practi
off
Mr. Schroeder is a foreCentra
l
railwa
y
hits
person
purchased
s he can remember of having
the guards and the sight of the offied. The Gernian Lutheran
June 7, and Detective Moore was cally no wagon tobacco is being
man
in
church was
the
its
own
Illinoi
Pullm
Centra
s
re- died from a mad-dog bite and you
an ears and reduel shops.
cers reassured them. The cow meanwrecked.
there to watch out for him.
ceived at the warehouses. The prices
ed the rates of upper berths to
will find how rare is a real case of
while, was going it in good
fashion.
There are two others in jail await- this year have been high and the
one dollar and lower to a dollar
the rabies. There is that popular LIVE IN HOUSE WHILE
Nothing would calm --her. She had
ing trial on the seine charge, and
Several Killed,
and
a
half.
railro
the backward state of the crops now is conceit about mad-stones and other
The
commi
ad
sIT IS BEING SLIGHTED
caught up the spirit of the occasion
feared
cat.e
Marshall. III., June /4.—A cyclone
will conte up as soon as Ayres
will cause a bad market next
sion recently ordered a reductakes that are religiously clung to
when it was at its height and was
and a terrible hailstorm passed
is able to leave Riverside hospital. year. Some manufacturers will face
tion in sleeping ear rates. Other
over
by the great mass of the people. I
charging up and down the deck, glarOne week ago R. E. McCar
His wounds are rapidly healing and in all probability, the situation of
ty. the the southern part of this county last
mule said they were operating
look
forwa
ing fiercely at every object.
rd
Illinoi
to
the
s
time when we
Centra
l
engine
er,
being
lived
evenin
on
be
g.
able
will
At
to
be
sell
able
the leaf tobacco at
to attend court next
York, Mrs. Pinkston
under a contract with the Pull"Ai'. hell!" exclaimed the roasbetter prices than the manufactured shall be more rational in this mat- Jackson street between Eleeenth and and Henry Rook were killed
week, it is thought.
man company,and eonid not purand
ter."
ters in disgust. '
Twelft
h
streets
.
Today
he
reside
severa
produc
s at
l others were injured. Many
t.
Anderson is a
paroled
chase cars.
convict,
Then they turned the:r attention
Tenne
ssee
and
Tenth
streets, four houses and barns were destro
A business man who made a trip
having been sentenced for two years
yed.
to inibduing this cause of their rudeblocks away; yet he has not removed
south this week said he never saw
for killing John Mix. •
HARD COAL TRI'ST.
ly disturbed slumbers. Not under orhis
househ
old
goods,
and
a
reside
good
s
in
stand
Lightn
of
corn
ing's Wait.
In 1(00) miles.
WasliEngten, June S.— An
dinary circumstances are rousters
the same house he lived in on
And June is the month corn is supBedford, Ind., June 8.—A cloudJackantitrust conferenee at
POSTOFFICE IN GRAFT
the
gentle in their handling of cattle and
son street. When Martin Yopp sold
posed
burst
visited this section last night
to be :aid by. Tobacco and
to
white 1)0WIC last evening was deBEING INVESTIGATED.
now, stimulated by: feelings of disthe school board sufficient property doing
cotton are likewise.
much damage. Many houses
cided that the neat prosecution
at Twelfth and Jackson streets to were struck
gust and shame over their "women's
by lightning, including
will be that eie the anthracite
Cincinnati, June S.—An investigapanic," they closed in on the cow,
build a new school house, the Mc- the Cathol
ic church. Railway traffic
Fugitive Arrested.
coal carrying combisie.
tion of the relations of railroads and
She must have felt the overpowering
Carty house stood in the way. Car- was delaye
d by washouts.
Charged with being an accomplice
the postoffice department by direct
perseuditees approaching, for sbe
penters blocked it up, placed it on
in
a
house
order of Preeldent Roosevelt, which
breaking charge, Charles Are Awarded by County Sup- skids and rollers, and moved
GRAIN MARKET.
got into a corner, where she obstiit four
has already caused a saving to the Darnell was taken back to Merlon.
nately remained until bodily dragg
Cineilinati, June 8.—Whera.
blocks, not disturbing any article in HOLLAN'S AND CAIRO
ed
erint
WII.14 PLAT TOMORROW
enden
government of more than $2,000,000 Ill., yesterday afternoon to
t
Billi
ngton
99%; corn, 54%; oats, 49%.
out and put back in Iter pen. The
to
the
house.
stand
Mr. and Mrs. McCarty livThe John Holten independent
Is declared to be now under way In trial, returning without requisition
rousters were sullen. They moved
ed
in
the
house
all
base.
durin
the
g
trau,sTeachers in City Schools— portat
papers.. He waif arrested by Patrolan article in the Times-Star.
about in mental restlessness over
Ion, and experienced little con- ball team will play the Cairo Pabst,
ORCHARD ON (num.
tomor
Thirty-two postoffice inspectors are man Michael Dugan in Mechanicsrow afternoon at Wallace park,
venience. Contractor H. Shick moved
their ridiculous fright, Finally each
Poise, June M.—The eroseNo County Applicants
and a good game Is assure
said to be at work In a case of al- burg on a description given him by
the bouse.
went to his pallet and
d. The
examinetion of Harry Orchard,
muttered
Seals were victors in the first
leged conspiracy of the railroads and Marshal J. W. Blankaton, of Marion,
curses could be heard for -several min
the star witness in the Haywood
game
postoffice department. What railroads Ill., who came here searching for
against Cairo played two weeks ago
utes until their fatigue overcame
triad, was continued this afterChief WOIKI Gets Bulldog.
here.
are
concer
GET
ned in the allegations Is Darnee. A hardware store at Marion
THEIR
their cOnscluegess.
TUITION
FREE.
noon. He testified that HayFire Chief James Weed yesterday
not stated says the Times-Star. Brief was broken into last week and three
Several families moved from Cairo
wood told him to kill Governor
afternoon received a fine bull dog
facts
are
known
but
young
eviden
not
men
yesterday on the Dick Fowler with
Got Right Dog. Finally,
sudden
ce
is
ly
left
town. BankPeabody. of Colorado, with a
wit ha pedigree as long as the dog
at hand.
aton followed, arresting two of them
their household goods to
George •RawleIgh, a druggist
shotgun, hut he dhl not get a
den's
at
County School Superintendent S. and will take the canine to the old Sixth and Clay
The Inquiry has been going on for In Brookport. Darnell, the
Landing. Everything wag
streets, while shootthird,
chance to do the job, He could
aded,
pest
house
.1.
proper
Billin
ty
gton
this
to
month
watch
morni
s, in fact, since last December. had come here and it required but
ng made his
over ing at a supposed mad dog this
but for some reason the sing.e cow
not explain is by, as Peabody
morn
One postoffice division has charge of a short time to loeate him. Three appointments to the state normal the "city farm." He Is a big brin- hug, accidentally killed
was overlooked and she was brought
the pet dog
went about a great deal at
dle,
and
school at Bowling Green for the sumIs just one year old. He of Howard
disbursements of $90.000.000 annu- pistols, two dozen
on to Paducah. This Morning she was
pocket knives and
Williamson. n 2S North
night. Orchard ea. (ammetermer term. The term begins Monday was presented to Chief Wood by the Sixth
ally, and enough has been learned in- other articles, all identified
eating breakfast apparently forgetful
street. Later he killed the
ably mixed by the Crletili-CIAMI88.
as stolen and
fire
chief
lasts
of
Lansin
vestig
throu
g.
ation
Mich.,
ghout
to
save
whom
the United atAteR from the 34arion hardware store,
eight
weeks.
of last night's stormy scenes.
other dog.
(Ian. but in the main stuck to
$2,000,0e0 a year.
were found In Darneles possession. Moatof those teachers from the he met at the national association
his direct testimony.
county caring to go, attended dur- convention, and who became a great
ing the winter, twelve -In
LITTLE MAYFIELD CHILD
number, admired of the Big Chief,
MRS. B. W. MO(IKREE
and no applications from rural teachDIES IN NORTH CAROLINA.
ers were received by Superintendent
— -ISen of Pm-unionist at Her Homo on
Billington for the summer term.
Mayfield, Ky., June 8. (Special.)
Goebel Avenue.
City teachers are anxious to go, and
----The little child of Mr. and Mrs,
the following five were appointed.
Harry Wilson died yesterday in North
We, Mary Emaline Mockbee, 47 Carolina.
their tuition being free: Missies
years old, wife of Mr. B. W. MockHelene McBroom, Elsie Hoewischer,
After a shut-down of practically bee, of 714 Goebel avenue, died at 7
No more leniency wit he shown
Beanie Karnes.Lucy Scott and Jessie
Hutelieson Nominated.
several months, the Mergenthaler- o'clock Inet night of pneumonia, afrecalcitrant property owners by
Improvements to the interior of Cloys. Mies '51cBroom is already at
Hendereon, 10., June 8.— F. M.
the
Horton Basket company will resume ter an einem of several weeks. She Hutcheson, Jr., was chose
board of health "Heretofore It
the the Second Baptist church, 700 South Bowling Green, and the others will
n
as
has
Mrs.
Edwar
d
Mallory
and Mr. been the custom." said a membe
operations Monday under
Receiver was thought to be better until a Democratic nominee for representa- Ninth street, will make it much more leave today and tomorrow to be presr of
Samuel B. Caldwell, at
the
W. P. Hummel, In a few days, it Is week age when she suffered a re- tive of Henderson county in
re- the board today, "to dismiss prosec
the next attractive. The edifice will be closed ent Monday at the beginning of the quest of the Civics depar
utment
of
the
tion,
expected, the concern will be run- lapse. Mrs. Mockbee was born
when
In general assembly by a majority of 82 tomorrow, on account of its torn up term. Superintendent Billington is
a person charged with
Woman
's
club,
have
nmet
Missis
genero
sippi
usremov
and
ed to Kentuc- votes in a primary
maintaining a nuisance abates It:
ning with its complete force. Pendbe ready for authorized to appoint ten,
election
held condition, but will
ly given the pretty triangle-lot at
ing a suit ° over the property
the hut we shall discontinue that pratMr ky in 1874. She had been a resident Tuesday. Hutcheson received 842 services the following Sunday. CarInters
ection
Trimb
of
le and Four- Gee. The idea hag gone
Hummel was appointed
to
take of this city 18 years. She )(Navel* a votes to 764) for Ben S. Niles and 177 penters, painters and paper hangers
abroad that
Injunction Suit,
teenth street. that was owned by theete
charge. hut leek of available funds brother, Mr. William C. Sutherland, for Jesse J. Melton. Ntles.repres
aerd drops the prosecution, beare engaged In the work. New seats
entCity Solicitor James Campbell. Jr., teitilr father, the late Dr. S. B. ('aid- cause
caused :delay In starting up. The a tie man of Mississippi, formerly Of ed Henderson county two sessio
It can not prevail. We give
ns will be installed.
and Attorney Hal S. Corbett, employ- well, for a "beauty spot" for the city, people
plant had run only ,a few days after the Minds Central here, her hus- ago, but did not run the last time.
three daye notice before
ed
The
to
Civics
depar
assist,
tment
are
band,
In
will
Louisvi
and
two sons, Masters Baxter.
begin at sweating out warrants, and
lle* today
a three months' shut-down when the
that is
Murde
Suspec
iii
r
ted.
once
to
makin
argue
the
attrac
g
It
demurrer flied by the
Jr., aged 6 years, and Penny. aged 3
tive. There are time enough. If they
suit was Instituted.
'Williams Infant.
show good
Bellaire, Ohio. June N.- The resi- city against the Injunc
some fine trees on le and It can easily cause,
ears. The funeral will be held tomortion
suit
we
shall
extend the time. OthThe alxteen-month-old son of Mr. dence of Herman Mlohaela was
burn- brought by the East Tennessee Tele- be made into a beautiful little park. erwise,
e
row at the residence. The burial will and Mrs,
hereafter, they will be cited.
L. W. Williams, of 725 ed' today and Michael's, body
ono rEt,t,Ows
was phone company to restrain the city It is on the car line to Oak Grove and to ordina
be in Oak Grove cemetery.
nce court and prosecuted,
South Sixteenth street, died this found in the ruins,
AT BROADWAY METHODIST
He lived elope. from interfering with its poles in the although far out is passed by many regard
less of the fact, that after
morning of cholera infantunt and Pollee Are invereigetIn
The Padtteah ledges of Odd Felevery
g
street
city
day.
a
report
.
It
is
adjacent to (he Home their arrest they obey
Paducah Boy Aeronaut.
wits taken to Water Valley for burial that he was murdered
the order
lows will tomorrow afternoon aesemand the house
of the Friendless. Padeentee most
With Triune, a Paducah boy who tomorrow
in the family cemetery.
We at the Broadway M, E. church at
fired.
commendable charlte5 ane will give •
last yeat adopted the profession Of
%lettere Emna eletmeolia.
Horse Is Mot.
3 o'clock to h-ole memorial serviette
an aeroneut, left this morntng to
Miss Fannie Morris end Mies Hat- pleasure to the little females of the
:lap Totter, Tillman. officer, last
lereuff Court at Benton.
,The memoriel sermon will be delivinstitution.
.amended Articles.
become a partner of "bare Devil"
night superintended the killing
tie Stalettp. of Metropolis, are pipets
, Circuit Judge My M. Reed will go
ered by the arr.
of a
Rolling, and Dennis, ofeTerre Hants Ind
Amended art cipe of incorporation of the formeres
,
, to fear to Benton Mondaf
horse hopelessly Ill, and secure
parents. Rev. and
Hie (*carnal address be Rev. J. H
morning to con- of the Peewe
d
Ttnesitiogum School Boto,e.
as A tenet's. team throughout the vene Marsha
e' Dtatilleries company Mrs W. T. Morris Miss
writte
agree
n
ment al Oh
Mores, who
ll circuit court, and the
14enry. There will be a 'special musithe owner
Conkractors Oarlan and Ha
were filed, increasing the stock to teaches at Metrop
United State* this summer. They docket
sethat
he agreed oat eiooting the
olle will remain
being light will
cal program ny the (levee choir.
anidoubtless $15,0•00. Incorporator,'
will run balloon races.
d 8 mal. The horse wan that
are Mortht here for the summer vacation with cured- for $642 a contract. to
finish in two weeks.
Of Rural
new
school
house
J., aid J. Friedman add H. F. Levy, her parenta—Cairo 13011et
In the Muss glen Mail Carrier J. B.
in.
-Clark. of 817
I
(strict,
Booth Eleventh street.

THREATENING

TOBACCO TRADES
MAKE INCREASE

•'Ns*

COUNTY INSTITUTA WILL
BE HELD AT KY. WEIMER-N.

BURGLAR WANTED
ONLY HER SHOES

SCHOLARSHIPS
TO STATE NORMAL

BASKET FACTORY
STARTS UP AGAIN

SECOND BAPTIST
BEING IMPROVED

CITY BEAUTIFUL
THUS PROMOTED

BOARD OF HEALTH
WILL PROSECUTE

„,k(TE

TWO

TIlE PADUCA n Ev r NIN45

HEALS
GREAT FINISHES
'OLP SORES AT FAIR GROUNDS
N

exeltiag apart** awed witaeasexi on
the course. 'stroxie W" and ''Tobe
Scott" foliowed in order. Time 1:12.
Second Heat.
Starters got away
with "Hell
Brooks" and "Tobe Scott" bunche
d.
"Bell Brooks" with advantage of
the pole again. "Tobe Scott" broke
and "Roxie W" in an elegant burst
Exciting Races Between Local of
speed, passed "Bell Brooks," winning the heat by a bead. Time 1:10.
Horses Yesterday
Third Heat.
Starters were off in a bunch. "Bell
Brooks" broke at the start. "Tobe
Large Crowd Under Ideal Conditioas Scott" followed the exampl
e. "Bell
Watch Regal sport From the
Brooks" and "Tobe Scott" had it
Grand Stand.
neck and neck at the quarter when
"Tobe Scott" broke again. "Bell
Brooks" with a few heads to the advantage, broke and never recovered
TRACK RECORD IS LOWERED. in time, "Roxi
e W" finishing first
and Tobe Scott second. Time 1:16,

DELIVERED TO YOU BEFORE BREAKFAST

An old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an
outlet for the impurities and
poisons which are in the blood, and as
long as this vital fluid remains in
this impure, contaminated state the place
will never heal. .The application
of salves, washes, powders, etc., may cause
the spot to scab over, but a fresh
outpouring of diseased matter front the blood
starts it again, and thus it goes
on, gradually growing worse and slowly
affecting the eutire health of the
Sufferer. There are many ways in which
the blood becomes contaminated
and poisoned. A long spell of sickness breeds
disease germs in the system,
the failure of the eliminative members to remov
e the refuse and waste matter
of the body, the excessive use of mineral medici
nes in certain diseases, all
infect the blood with morbid matter and germs
which sooner or later is manifested by a sore that refuses to heal. Persou
s with inherited blood taint are
very apt to be afflicted with sores and ulcers
. The taint may lie dormant
during young, vigorous life, but when middle
age is reached or passed and
the natural energies begin to grow weaker
, the tissues in some weak point
break down and a chronic sore is formed and
kept open by the constant
drainage of impure matter from the blood.
If the cause is not removed the
Sore will continue to grow worse by eating deeper
into the flesh, festering,
discharging, and slowly undermining the consti
tution. S. S. S. heals old
sores by going dowp to the very bottom of
Special Pace Race.
the trouble, driving out the
THE WINNERS.
Impurities and building up the entire circulation.
Starters—"J, T.," owned by J. E.
When S. S. S. has removed
Class C Pace—"Sam Pitehen,"
the cause the blood becomes rich and health
Morgan, driven by C. H. Harris.
y, the sore begins to heal, new owned and driven by Tom
Settle.
flesh is formed, and soon the place is cured.
"George Starr." owned and driven
Do not depend on external
Class
Trot—
14
"Ells
Mack,
" owned by Dr. Ed
applications, which do not reach the blood,
but begin the use Of S. S. S. and and driven
Farley.
by
Ben T. Frank.
remove of the cause, and then the sore must heal.
"Harry A.." owned by Virgil SherBook on Sores and Ulcers
Class B Pace—"Roxie W," owned
and medical advice free. THE SWIF
rill, driven by Gus Thompson.
T SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. and driven by C. H. Harris
.
First Heat.
Special Pace—alum. A,e owned
Starters got away with "George
by Virgil Sherrill, driven by A. S.
Starr" the pole in order of "George
Thompson.
Starr," "Harry A.," and "J. T."
Automobile dash (3 miles) —
Hereto Stay I
"Harry A," broke on the quarter,
Ford runabout, Lionel Roark drivand "J. T." overtook him, but later
ing.
Long Emtalalleshw.d
lost on remarkable work of "Harry,
of The Record-Herald is the only real maga
Loleta lowers track record 21
/
2 A." They finished
zine issued by a Chicago paper. It
"George Starr,"
seconds,
conta
ins the work of the beg writers and artis
"Harry A," and "J. T.," "George
We give you the highest
ts in the country, and is itself
Starr" keeping a natural stride withclass Dental work at the lowworth twice the cost of the whole paper.
With a fast track with clouds to out a hint
at breaking. Time 1:0,G.
est possible price.
protect the spectators from a hot
Second Heat.
Look out for Futrelle's new detective story
sun, the second Matinee club meet
, "The Silver Box," to-morPlates
Starters got away well bunched,
$5.00
row.
Sher
proved even better than expected "Geor
lock
Holm
es
can't
beat
ge
Starr"
it.
"The
with
Gold Crowns..
the
pole.
Stre
nuous Life of a Counterfeiter" is
No
$4.00
yesterday
afternoon.
Fully
404) breaks occurred, and the three were
true—and stranger than fiction. Also read
Bridge work
spectators were in the grand stand tightl
$4.00
"Forbes and the Hoodoo," a thrilly bunched in the stretch. In
ing tale of love and heroism on the great
when the first heat of the first event a neck
Gold fillings
1.00 up
and neck finish "Harry A,"
lakes.
was run. The races were by far the strete
Silver fillings_
hed the furtherest, and won by
.75
Lots of other good things, both for women and
most exciting seen on the track, and a nose,
men, including a cover
"J. T." second and "George
the fart that "Loleta" lowered the Starr"
picture in colors—an artistic gem.
third. Time 105.
Where Pain is Unknown.
I
track record by two and a, quarter
Third Rant. e
seconds, makes the day a memorable
Starters got away together and
\\ e take out your old teeth and insert new ones the same !day.
One.
came into the stretch well bunched,
All work guaranteed 10 years.
Races starteeat 2:10 o'clock. The finishing in an exciting
burst of
Judges
were
John
W. Keller, speed in which whips figured promExamination Free.
Stuart Dick and G. W. McGrew, of inently. "Harry A," first; "Geor
ge
Livingston county. R. B. Phillips, Starr," second; "J. T.," third.
WILLIAM &CURTIS,the famous cor- MR.
DOOLEY, the great humorist,
Wynn Tully and Tom Settle were Time 1:06,
respondent and traveler, contributes
starters and time keepers, and Tom
Over Cherry's Grocery, 2nd 0 B'Way.
offer
s a whole page of his inimitable
an interesting article.
Sanders track marshal.
Ot ric e Hours. 2 a. m.to 8 p. m. Phone 330 Sunday. 9.. m. to 4 p.m.
Automobile Dash.
fun
and
philosophy.
The automobile three mile dash
THE WOMAN'S SUPPLEMENT,incame between the class "B" pace and
Class C Pace.
THE
GREEN SHEET OF SPORTS,
chiding the feature by Mme. Qui
Starters—"Sam Pachen," owned special. pace events. Dan Fitzpa
•
t—
To Georgian Bay via The Northwest- way. They will be
edited by a large staff of experts,
Vive, is full of bright, fresh hints on
rick drove James P. Smith's "Reo,"
the best guides you and driven by Tom Settle.
ern Line.
ever had. Students who camp in sum"Brann W," owned and driven by and Lionel Roark drove Sam Forefashions and other live subjects for
gives all the latest sporting and
mer along the Temagami lakes are A. S. Thompson.
man's "Ford" runabout. An even
wome
n.
able
athletic news of the world.
to do two years' work in one.
"Red Rock." owned and driven by "still" start was made from the wire
Full particulars recanting trip to
at the drop of
Sault Ste. Marie by rail In through Finest of fishing and hunting. Easy L. Van Meter.
handkerchief, and
COM
IC
PIC
TUR
ES
FOR
CHILDREN THE FOREIGN NEWS is complete
"John R. Meyers," owned by G. the Ford took the lead with ease.
sleeping cars; thence by steamer to of access by the Grand Trunk Rail,
Palmer Cox's famous "Brownies"
being a lighter machine. It showe
Georgian Bay, sent on request. Spe- way System. For information and T. Smith, driven by C. H. Harris.
including the cable service of the
d
beauti
ful
descri
ptive publication sent
cial low summer rates.
and the "Little Nemo" pictures, in
its remarkable speed by a steady
First Heat.
New York Herald and World, a
Starters got away in
N. M. BREEZE,. General Agent, 436 free appiy to W. Robinson, 506 Park
a
bunch gain and when the sixth lap was fincolors, make the little folks laugh.
Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
corps of special correspondents.
with "John
Walnut St.:Cincinnati, 0.
R. Meyers" forging haled was over a quarter of a mile
•
steadily ahead. He broke on the first ahead of the Reo. The half miles
turn and lost chances. "Sam Pach- were made as follows: First half,
Telephone Men's Officers.
The Great North Country.
51;..
Nimrod was a mighty hunter, but
Chicago. June 8.—At the fleeting en" wcirked steadily and won with second, 52; third, 52; fourth, 51;
had he hunted in the "Temagami” of the Independent Telephone alia0- apparent ease, "Braun W," second fifth, 50, and sixth half mile 50 secand "Red Rock" third. Time 1:19. onds. Total three miles made
region he would have been a might- elation the following officers
in
were
minutes and 6 seconds. The averSecond Heat.
ier one. Nimrod hunted for gitiory,but ele-aed for the ensuing year:
Starters got off with "Sam Pach- age for the fastest mile was 35 miles
Temagamians hunt for game. Those
President, Theodore Gary, Macon,
ORDER OF YOUR NEWSDEALER
en" trailing iu the read. "Red Rock" ran hour. This . Is within ten miles
Indians who made the first canoe of Mo.: first vice president. F.
L. Beam,
and "John R. Meyers" broke repeat- of the fastest record made on a half
birch bark long ago, were our great- Columbus, 0.; secretary,
Charles
edly while "Sam Pachen" showed mile oval course, not banked.
est benefactors. The children of these West, Allentown, Pa.; treasu
rer, M.
clock like regularity In stride, finIndians know the canoe, and they Savage, Champaign, Ill.
ishing with several lengths to the
kpow how to use It. and if you go to
Loleta Lowers Track Record.
good. "John R. Meyers" showed an
"Loleta," owned by V. J. Blow
Temagami this summer they will padEighty-seven per cent, of the Caelegant burst of speed in the stretch, and driven by C. H. Harris,
dle your canoe in their own superb
lowered
nadian farmers own their own farms,
but too late. They finished "Sam the track record from 2:16 14 to
2:14
first; "Braun W," second; although Harris did not intend to
•John R. Meyers," third; "Red work her faster than 2:19. The
first
R H El'iCRIIAIUS RIDE IN OPEN
BOAT. Mare island navy yard.
Rock, fourth. Time 1:21.
half was ateped in 1:,08%, and the Washington
2 5 1
In the launch Escort the two men
second 1:0'5/
1
4
The 2:161
/
4 record St. Louis
1 9 1 Two Men Drift Helple
ssly for Two left the powder works at Pinole for
was made by Satin Slippers, of InClass B Trot.
Batteries — Patten and Warner;
Days
in Disabled Launch Laden
this city, with three tons of exploStarters--"Anita." owned by J. L. dianapolis in 1895. The race
record Howell and Ceulow.
With Explosives.
Friedman, driven by Toni Settle.
sives aboard. As the craft was makwas made by Sir
Edwin
Arnold.
ing headway upon the broad expanse
"Judge Burton," owned and driv- time 2:17.
—Five out of six "tinders" will reen
by
of
Wynn
San Pueblo bay her engine-broke
San
Franci
Tully.
sco,
turn
Cal.,
June
5.—
article
These three attributes of a good bicycle can be
s of value if the owners
found in the
Adrift for two days in an open down. With the incessant wash of
"Kid Wilkes," owned by Q. W.
advertise for them.
Roof Prints,
Tully, driven by A. S. Thompson.
launch, loaded with dynamite and the tide the little launch rocked
Tom Settle started the special pace
Reading, Raeyele and Laclede Bicycles.
TERMS EASY.
panp9wder, without food, exposed
"Ella Mack," owned by Ben T. race by agreethent. It is said that
to and rolled dangerously, and none of
Judge Ten Eyck, of Orange, N.
Frank.
J., the elements and expecting, wit,h the emergencies applied by the crew
several hundred dollars were bet by
has sentenced a young man
to pay each lurch of the craft, to be blown were of avail. As dawn was breakthe sports on the result of this race,
Fleet Heat.
Sold and guaranteed by
a fine of $1,000 for reckless
use of Into eternity, Was the experience
Starters were off In a bunch with of course not on the grounds, bettin
of ing the boat drifted upon the beach
g an automobile ,which
resulted in
"Ella Mark" in the lead hitting a being prohibited.
Kumphoff and Engineer L. Bechtel of San Pueblo bay, where the waves
manslaughter,
regular stride from which she never
of theh Crowley Launch company, washed over it.
Gus Thompson's driving was a
broke. "Judge Burton" broke on feature of the races. By rate
who were rescued from their perilous
Cross discovered the predicament
presthe first turn. They finished "Ella ence of mind and expert horse
situation and returned to the city. of the two men and rescued them,
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
manMack" first; "Kid Wilkes," second: ship he averted a smashup and
The men were saved from a terrible taking them to a farmhouse.
yet
New Phone 481-a
"Anita," third, and "Judge Burton," won in one event when J. T., driven
fate by George h. Cross, manager of
Old Phone 743
fourth. Time 1:18.
Cross island, several miles north of
by Harris, shied at the crowded
l'se Sun want side. for regolis.
race
course and edged in.
Second Heat
The Model Laundry will he
Starters off with "Ella Mack" a
Crowds on the track prevented sev
(Ten for business Monday,
few noses in lead, the starters well eral scores from being starts,
and
June 10, corner Seventh and
bunched. "Kid Wilkes" broke on the club will fence in the course
in
Adams streets.
the first turn.
"Judge Burton" front of the grand stand to keep
showed remarkable speed and over- back crowds.
took "Ella Mack" on the last turn
A running race, and probably an
Seventh and Adams Streets,
but broke, "Ella
Mack" finishing other "auto" race will be a feature
first; "Kid Wilkta," second; "Judge of the next meet.
All H ().se 1.2pairs
Old Phone 363-r
waursion,"
third,
and
"Anitta"
fourth. Time 1:171
/
2.

Sunday Record-Herald

The Chicago Sunday Record-Herald is acknowle
dged by hundreds
of thousands of readers to be the best Sunday
paper in the West. It
is a clean, live paper that prints all the new
s and many entertaining
features besides. To-morrow's issue is full
of good things for every
member of thejamily.

THE SUPERB SUNDAY MAGAZINE

RELIABLE

I

The Chicago

I DENTISTRY
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I

OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES

THE HILL DENTAL CO.

A GREAT, CLEAN, LIVE NEWSPAPER FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

The Chicago Sunday Record-Herald

rachen,"

Ease Elegance Economy

S. E. MITCHELL

NOTICE

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles

Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot

20C

ED. D. HANNAN
Tile Sanitary I-3Iumber
Both

Phones 201
325 Kentucky Avenue.

132 S. Fourth St.

Is your name
• in the book? •

The Model Laundry Co,

BASEBALL NEWS

Class B Mace.
Starters—"Bell Brooks," owned
by Virgil Sherrill, driven by A.
S.
Thompson.
National League.
Chicago and New York—Rain, no
"Rolle W." owned and driven by
game.
C. H, Harris.
•
"Tobe Ssott." owned by George
Goodman, driv,e.e. by. Tom Settle.
Cincinnati and Brooklyn—
Hain,
no game.
First Heat.
Starters got away well bunched.
St. Louis and Philadelphia - Rain,
"Bell Brooks" with
advantage of
the pole and a few heads lead. "Rori no game.
e
W" pushed hard with "Tobe Scott"
working at the rear. "Tobe Scott"
R H E
broke on the first turn. "Rorie W" Pittsburg
5 9 3
broke on the first quarter but recov- Boston
4 12 it
ered and it was neck and neck with
Batteries-- lawyer, Phillip° and
You will find the house you want
"Bell Brooks" and "Rorie W." "Bell Gibson, Young and Needham.
by consulting with us. We have
Brooks" broke when the stretch was
entered but quickly recovered and
on our books some that are deAmerican League.
won by a nose in one of the most
R H E lightfully
situated within ea,
Philadelphia
5 11 3
reach just ideal homes for comChicago
4 10 6
Batteries --- Plank and Schrock fort and well being. It Is mum
White and McFarland,
to collect rent than pay it. Why
1 For beautifying your yards and
not become your own landlord,
estimates on flower beds we
R H E
Your
New
property will be increasing in
York
will call and see you. Intone
4 6 3
Sehinaus Bros. for the largaiit
Cleveland
6 10 4 value every year.
and most complete stock of
flatteries--Kittion, Orth and Kiel.
See about it AT ONCE.
flowers and plants in the city.
now; Jose and Clark.
Fres, d•Iiireary to any
part of the city.
R It E
SCHMAUS BROS. Boston
3 7
Detroit
5 5 1
Eig,th Phones; It).3.
Real Estate and Insurance
Batteries - -Glass and Shaw; Sieve,
Donovan and Archer.
Roth Phones l27

FLOWERS

?? ?
PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.

H. C. HOLLINS

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SCPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
123424 N.Fourth St.

W. F. Part0a,
President.

Phones 787

H. Rudy,
Cashier.

P. Pnryear
Attaistent Cesbitr..

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Isoervoratod
Capital
-.-.-••••
er
,
••• •,.•••Orr
Surplus
a 1111.••••••
latockholdersliability .. ik• «..•
•••s.•
•

0100,000
kn. •

50,000

I/Tr•..

100.000

Total security to devoid, ara
$250.000
Accounts of in4iv1du a/s and Arms
'whetted. We appreciate
"iall as well as large de positAurs and accord to all
the tams
seurteona treatment.
•

Interest1Paid on Time Deposit.
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS

FROM 7 TO 8 0011)011.

ThirtVand Broadway

SATURDAY, Jl'KE 11,

114Tri PXD(70K- rt ErE111/150wi
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Memphis, Tenn,, will be
solemnized, Hank Dewey, Harry
this afternoon at five
Splain, Grover,Misaes Harriet Raines.
of Nashville,
o'clock at the Jackson, Monte
Lack,
Roscoe Reed,
home of the bride's aunt, Mrs.
land Anna Bird S4ewart, of CinclnFred .Roy priuttier.
Milton Wallerstein, reel present besid
Rudy, 215 Fountain avenu
e the club mewe. It will Leo Keller, Harry
Singleton, Tom hers.
be a pretty home cerem
onial charae-,Coburn, Me
Chas. Kopf,
terized by the charm of
the utmost!John Orme, Pell'
St. John, Guy
simplicity and will be
carp, Diem (Ink
witnessed only1Martin, Clay Kidd,
by a few of Miss Hopki
Bennie Frank,
Miss Anna Harlan, of 818 South
ns' most Intl- rred Wade, Frank
A st QMER CYCLE.
Davis, -Charles Fourth street,
mate girl friends and a limite
was hostess of the
d num- Cox, John Miller,
will arrive on Monday to
James McGinnis, Carpe Diem
vial ber of the family frien
club on Thursday evesher cousin, Mrs. Eli G.
ds of her
A boat and a beach and
Boone
, at 30.8 grandmother, the late
ing at her home. It was a pleas
summer re- South Sixth
Mrs. W. S.
ant
street.
PAllUcAll At Shelbyville.
Mies Januar.)• McNary, one of
sort,
affair with only club members
Paducah's most popvisite
d
in
presPaduc
Paducah's delegation at the
ah several years ago ular wome
A man and a maid and a
n.
Ken- ent.
moon:
and made a delightful social
tucky Federation of Women
Soft and sweet nothings and
intpreeThe ceremony will be said
's elutes,
The club will be entertained Thurs
then at :ion
by the which convenes
In
her
honor
a
n-um
in Shelbyville on day eveni
the real
ber of Rev. David Cady Wrigh
ng, June 20, by Miss Maggie
t rector of Wednesday,
Infor
mal
affair
s
are
already planned Grace Episcopal
will be a most charm- Lydon
Psychological moment a unmet
, on South Tenth street.
church, and there ingly
.
for coming week. Mrs.
representative one and will
A whisper, a promise, and
David Lind will be no atten
be
dants. The bride as
summer is say Van Chian will
an effectual "boost" for
entertain at Five will wear a
o'er,
Padueah
stylish traveling cosPretty Birthday Party.
Hundred on Tuesday after
l as anything the fertile brain
noon at tume of brown voile,
And they part in hysteric
s of the
Little 'Mete Selma Harris enter
despair her apartments in
made with Coat Comme
the Scott Flats, and a blous
rcial club could devise in their tamed
(But neither returns in the
of brown embroidered
with an attractive party on
following Mrs. Hal S. Corbe
, many plannings. While only
tt, of 322 North Pongee.
June,
a
The
IlinThurs
hat, gloves and shoes
day afternoon in celebration of
,Eighth street, will
itesi number of delegates
h e the Five will be harmo
_tav
For fear that the other is
could be her ninth birthday at the
.
nious shades of brown.
there.) Heindred club on Wednesday
home of
,elect
ed
from
the
morn.
three
—Nellie Parker Jones in June
She will carry a prayer-book
clubs, Wo- her parents, Mr. and
In place man's, Magaz
lug at her home in compl
Mrs. Henry
iment to of the tridal bouqu
ine and Delphic, which l alarris, 1050
Lippincott's.
et,
. a
Madison street. The
IMiss January, On Thursday
litre members of the Federated clubs
after- I
Light refreshments will be
,Idining room was prettily
'11 '
noon ,Mrs. Hubbard S. Wells
served ,any member can
decorated
,
of
the
take
after
advan
the
tage or in a color-scheme of pink and
ceremony and the couple
Annouucementa.
Empire Apartments, will give
white
the
specia
l
rates
to
an
in,
atten
will
d, and it is and the refreshments
• Mrs. Hal S. Corbett is the
leave at 6:15 o'clock for
were In pink
hostess formal bridge party. Mrs. R. G.
Mem- passible that a numbe
Ter- phis, Tenn., to visit
of the Five Hundred club
r
may
do
so,
and
white
.
Many
Mr. Coburn's
on Wed- rell, of 516 Kentucky
pretty gifts were
The Woman's club will be repreavenue, will father and mothe
nesday melt-fling at her
received by the young hostess. The
r on Belvedere ayehome 321) entettain at cards informally
,sented by:
Mrs. James A. Rudy, guests
on Fri- 'nue. Important busin
North Eighth street.
were: Misses Lougenia Billess in connec- Mrs.
Miss ',aura day afternoon.
Muscoe Burnett, Mrs. Ethridge Ingle
tion with the Asphalt Pavin
January, of Columbia, Mo.,
Arneta Billings, Frances
g cOm Palmer, Mrs.
is the
May,
Edmu
nd Post, Miss Katherine Thomas,
pany's work here will call
guest of honor.
Invitations to Louisville
Estelle Grogan,
Mr. GO- Adine Morton and
Wedding Re- burn back to
Mrs.
I.
D.
Wilco
x.
Anna
Paduc
May
McKinney, Etta McNeeleY.
ah next week and
called on Account of Illness.
Front the alagazine club are: Mrs.
has caused a postponement
'Mrs. William G. Whitefield
Zola Seigfried, Ida West; Maste
On account of the serious illnes
of the James Campbell
°Miss
rs
s of planned bridal trip.
Flour
noy
Woo'folk and Miss Kathleen
and Mrs. Maurice Callahan, Fulton,
Later they will Edward
White- Mr. Robert Horner, of Louisville, the
Floyd McHulin
g
Bring
hurst.
go east and will be for the
Kinney, Charles Farrington, Carte
• field, will receive on Wednesday invitations to the wedding
autumn
r
reception and winte
The Delphic club delegates
afternoon from 5 until 6.
are: Farrington, Bobbie Green, James
r at Little Rock, Ark.,
o'clock at of Miss Elizabeth Burnett and Mr.
Mrs.
Robert Becker
the eVhitetield home, 735
where
Philli
ps,
Mr.
Miss
Baile
Cobur
y Beadles, Curtis Callahan, Edn, who is assistant
Kentucky Merrier on Tuesday afternoon have
Helen Lowry and Mrs. Mildred Davis mood
avenue, in honor of Miss.
.
Story, Harold Farrington, J.
Hemenway, been recalled. Mr. Horner has been superintendent of the Memphis AsThe
party
will
go
from
phalt Paving company,
of Illinois, and the Misse
Louisville to Henry Harris and Altan
will have Shelbyville by
s Carroll, moved to the Norton Infirmary and
Harris.
trolle
y, reaching there
of Tenndieee
charge of some big work
the guests 1 Miss the wedding, if it takes place on
In time for the opening at
the
Whiteeld
2:30
fi .
—atdate, will be solemnized very quietl
Selley-Nlorepui Elopement.
o'clock on Wednesday afternoon.
y
with only the parents of the
Friday afternoon Miss Myrtle
bride and Details of the Sharp-McGlathern Besides the regular order of
L.
business Morgan, daughter
The Cotillion club will give one
Wedding at Humboldt.
of Mr. J. E. Morof,groom present.. Mr. Homer's father
a number of social functions,
Its charming dances on
both
and
gan,
mothe
r
and
Mr. Martin Kelley, a well
arrived in Louisville toWednesday'
The marriage of Mr. Jame
s W public and private, will be given dur- known linotype
evening at the Wallace park
machine operator,
pavilion day from Philadelphia to attend the MeGlathery, of this
ing the days, as the president of
city,
and
in compliment of visitors in
Miss
the
went to Metropolis and were
the city. i wedding, having come overland in a Ada Sharp, of Humbo
marGener
al
Feder
ation
ldt,
of
Tenn.
Woma
,
will
n's ried. They left on the morni
motor car. While considered very
ng boat
take place on Wednesday eveni
ng at clubs, Mrs. Sarah J. Decker, of Den- and returned on the after
The sixth annual ball of the New Mr. Homer's physicians are
noon trip
:
hopeful 9 o'clock at the First
Methodist ver, Col., will be present and exten- of the Cowling. Mr.
Century hotel, Dawson Springs,
Edward Wilson
will of his naimate recovery. The news church of Humboldt.
sively feted. The Woman's club of
It
will
be given on the evening of Wedne
be
a
here
and
has
Miss Edna Morgan, the latter a
occasioned great regret pink and
swhite wedding and a very Louisville will
compliment Mrs. sister of the
day, June 12. It will mark the open- among the host of friends of Mr.
bride, accompanied
and elaborate and beautiful
Decke
r
with
a
swell
enter
ceremonial.
tainment at them. Both are well know
ing of the
Mrs. Henry Burnett and Miss Bur1
hotel for h
n and popThe color-motif will be carrie
the
Louisv
ille
club house after the ular young people
d out in
mer and it is possible that a numbe nett. The Peducahans who were
. Justice Thomas
to the decoration of the
r
Feder
ation
adjourns, which the Pa- Liggett perfo
church and
of Paducahans will attend.
attend the wedding, will not go.
rmed the ceremony.
other details. The bridesmaid
s will ducah women will attend, so the coswear white lingerie frocks with
tumes
for
the'
Feder
ation
will have
pink
June House Party and Bal
WEDDINGS.
Masque Pretty Party in Conipliment to Mrs. girdles. The bridal partyIs a large to be many and varied and some very
at Buckner Home.
Sykes.
one and will be a house party
charm
ing
ones are being planned to
at the
Miss'Garnette Buckner, of 809 JefThe wedding o
Mrs. Charles E. Richardson, of bride's home. Sever
-T—M
—ias M—
ayb
—
elle
al Paducah peo- do honor to the occasion and Padu- Beyer
ferson street,
and Mr. Howard Edward Shelwill issue invitations 1643 Broadway, is, entertaining this ple are amon
cah.
Every
g
the
effort
will
atten
be
dants
bent
to se- ton took place on Tuesd
and
the first of the coming week
ay evening
for a afternon in compliment to Mrs. John others are well known here.
cure the meeting for June, 1908, in
masque fancy dress cotillion on
at the German Evangelical church.
the W. Sykes, of Hope, Ark. It is an
The ceremony will be perfo
Paduc
ah
and with so attractive a The
rmed
evening of June 27 in honor of
Rev. William E. Bourquin pera informal party with three tables at by the Rev. E. S. Harris, of the
First representation successes assured,
charming coterie of girls who
formed the ceremony. The churc
will Bridge. The house is charmingly Methodist church at Humboldt.
h
--ef•
The
be, her homse guests the latter
was effectively decorated with palms,
part: decorated throughout with sweet peas wedding music will be an attrac
Series of Receptions.
tive
of June. They are:
ferns
and
magno
lia blooms. The
The Misses and a prettily-appointed luncheon feature and will be sung
The week has been a series of re- bride wore
by: Mrs.
Doughty, of Atlanta, Ga.; Miss Davie will follow the game.
White embroidered net
The guests Ernest Hamilton, of Humboldt;
.'
repti
ons
in
celebr
Mr.
ation
of
of Louisville; Mis.s Conredde,
commence- over white taffeta, with white hat
of are: Mesdames John W. Sykes, of Bradley Roe, of Jackson; Mrs.
Mar- ment week, All have been pretty and carried bride roses
Williamstowri, Ky.; Miss Church,
and sweet
or Hope, Ark.; Frankain Leavitt, Fergu- vin McSwain, of Paris,
and
elaborate affairs and were a peas. The usher
and Miss
Columbus, 0., .and Miss Sutton, or son, Mo.; W.
s were the only atA. Gardner, W. B. Mc- Leverne Wright, of Humbo
ldt. also happy promise for the future of the attendants: Messr
Zanesville, 0 They and Miss Buck- Pherson, Luke Russe
s. Joseph Henry, of
ll, Will Gilbert, Angelyne Hays, of Jackson,
Tenn., young hosts and hostesses In the Louisville. Clarence McCor
ner were schoolmates at the Ursuline, W. J. Hills,
d, W. E.
Hal Corbett, Victor la the maid of honor and Mrs.
graci
ous
art
of
R.
entertaining. The Kelly and Frank RineklIffe.
N.
Academy at St. Martin. 0., the past Voris, Milto
Mist;
n Cope, Edson Hart, Warmack. of Jackson,
High
school auditorium was the scene Rosa Kolb playe
Is the matron
year. The cotillion will be a very David Van Culla
d the wedding march
, little Mies Eliza- of honor. The bridesmaids are:
Miss of the entertainments and was elabo- and Mrs. George Katte
smart affair to which several hun- beth Tandy, of Frank
rjohn sang. A
fort, and Mas- Foltz and Miss Chunn. of
Humboldt; rately decorated in the class colors, pretty reception was given
dred invitations will be issued, beet- ter Henry )Rank
at the
in Dallam.
Miss Burrow, of Milan: Miss Mettl a different
color
e
scheme for each Beyer home after the ceremony.
. ed to the young people and
Tae
young
Lou McGlathery, of Paducah. The evening. The
Freshman class re- Maine was decorated with
married people.
the AscenHoekins-Coburn Wedding a Pretty groomsmen will be; Messrs. Lonis ceived on Monday event
ng to honor sion lilies and green plants. The
reCappell, of Memphis; Leon William- the Seniors and
Home Event.
presented an attract- freshments carried out the white
and
To °compliment' Poptrar Visitor.
son,
of Jackson; Judge Thomas Me- ive musical program.
The marriage of Miss Monima HopOn Tuesday green motif. The conple will spend
Miss Laura January. of Columbia. kins to Mr
Craig Moffet Coburn. of e:tyro', of Jackson; Edward G. Scott, evening the Juniors and Sophomores their honey
moon at Washington, the
of Paducah. The ushers are: Messrs. were the hosts.
It was an informal Jamestown exposition
and other
J. W. Midyett and 1. Q. Warmoth, of reception with no progr
am. An or- points. They will keep house
on
Humboldt; Sharp Caldwell, of Tren- chestra playee
1
l during the evening South Third street,
ton, and J. X. Williamson, of Milan.,and the olive and
gold of the Juniors
Mr. Waltot Ketchum, of Memphis, is and blue and gold
of the Sophomores
Announcement was made this week
the best man. There will be two were prettily inter
woven with the of the engagement of Miss Laura
flower girls, little Misses Louise class flowers—sw
eet peas—of the Anderson, the daughter of Mr. and
Shari) and Carrie Belle Gillespie, of Seniors in evide
nce. Ices and cakes Mrs. William T. Anderson, of ArHumboldt.
were served. Wednesday night was cadia, to Lieutenant
B. le Carroll, of
The couple will make an extended. class night and
the Seniors held the American constabulary, Philip
bridal trip to New York, Niagara sway. They prese
nted an exceedingly pine Islands. Miss Anderson is now
Falls, Washington and the James clever 'prog
ram of the usual "class visiting her sister, Mrs. Thom
as E.
town expoeition. They will resid
y" features in an unusual way, It Moss, at Tugugarao, P.
e
I., and the
at Humboldt, where Mr. IMeGlathery was a "livi
ng magazine" and black wedding will be solemnized there
on
will have his headquarters for the and gold was.
the coloranotif.
June 20 at high noon. The bishop
present. He Is the vice-president and
The alumnal reception for the of Tagayan province will perfo
rm the
traveling representative for the Stutz class of 1907
on Friday evening was ceremony and in the evening a banCandy company of this city and a an appropriate finale
to the week's quet will be given at the club house
clever, popular and capable young round of pleas
ant affairs. It took by the American constabulary. They
man
place at the Eagles' bejlding and the will go to housekeeping
in Tugugarao
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. McGlathery parlors were prettily decor
ated in the and will not return to the States until
and Miss Grace MeGlathery
will Alumni colors of red and white. The October. 191)43, when Lieut
enant Carleave on Wednesday to attend the crimson rambler roses
and
white roll's commission will expire
He is
wedding. Miss
Mettle
Lou
Mc- roses were used with pretty effect. ft native of New York City and
Miss
Glathery and Mies Lillie Mae Mc- The delightful ices and
cakes carried Anderson is a bright and agreeable
Giathery left this week and Mr. Ed- out, the red and white
motif. The girl.
Overture—''Tancredi"...,.— Rossini
ward Smote will go on Tueeday.
officers of the Alumni assisted by
--(Se—
the High school faculty
and
the
Miss Ella Sanders, of this city, and
Delightful Dance at Wallace Park. guests of honor, received
the Mr Louis Reesman,
In
of Clinton, 11l.
The young society crowd had an front parlor. The dining room was
formerly of Paducah, were married
enjoyable dance at the Wallace park presided over by;
Misses Clara in 9t. Louts on
Sunday night at the
dancing pavilion on Friday evening. Thompson, Olga List, Maidle Gardhome of Mrs. M. Fahey, on Vernon
The music was furnished by Hill- ner, Beulah Rogers. Elizabeth Sinavenue, where Miss Sanders was visitman's orchestra, Mrs. Annabel Se- not, Anna Larkin, Mary Brazelton.
ing. It was a pre-arranged affair,
bree and Mrs. Jetta Hobson chaperIt was a most attractive occasion
oned the party and those in attend- and a nuniber of guests were pre*. but only the relatives of the bride
The Musical Wizard.
knew of It, so the news came as a
ence were: Misses Elizabeth Sebree, ent.
surprise to the friends here. They
Marjorie L. loving, Henry
—4-Alcott,
had been sweethearts when Mr. HassRosebud Hobson, Lillie Hobson, Nell
Five Hundred (lab.
man lived in Paducah. They will reHendrick, Helen Hills, Belle _Cave,
Mrs. Armour Gardner entertained side at Clinton, Ill where
Fingers, Dancers and Comedian.
Mr. HassBlanche Hills, Frances
Wallace, the Five Hundred club on Wednesday man
is tnaeter mechanic in the IlliElizabeth Kirkland, Elsie
Hodge, morning at her home on Fountain nois Centr
INTERMISSION.
al shops there.
Garnette Buckner. Jeanette Petter, avenu
e. It was a delightful club
Brooks Smith, Louise Janes, Attie affair
with
limite
a
d number of outMiss Lena Ilouaton and Mr. R. B.
Selection—"The Gingerbread Man."
Cabell, Florence
Loeb. Lucyette side guests, The house was charm
Soule,, Carrie Griffin, Vary Scott. ingly decor
ated in Crimson Rambler
(Continued on Sixth Page.)
Messrs. Henry lienneberger, Tom roses and
the red and white motif
Coburn, Zach Hayes, Will R. Hennecarrie
was
out
d
the
pretty coursein
The India-Rubber Man and his Bureau Dog
iterger, Will Rinkleff, Will Baker, lunch
eon. The club prize was taken
James
Langstaff. Charles Rieke, by Mrs.
Hal Corbett. Miss Harriet
Raines, of Nashville, Tenn., captured
HAPPY RESULTS OBTAINED.
the visitors' prise. The guests were:
Second Sight and Mind Reading.
Mesdames W. F. Bradshaw, L. A.
By the Use of the New Scalp Anti- Washington, Charles K. Wheeler.
septic.
Henry Hughes, Ben Wellle, Robert
Reeves, Victor Voris, Harris Rankin,
It wouldn't., take long to number Hal Corbett. Hughes McKnight, Luke
"THE PLAYERS," in a.comedy skit.
the hairs in the heads of some peo- Russell, H. G. Reeno
lda. W. J. Hills:
ple, the reason being they haven't Misses Elizabeth Sinnott. Harri
Jack Playwell.„.„...............„John T. Powers
et
many- to number. In most instances, Baines.
Jessie Playwell
Mrs Johti T Powers
however, the fault is their own. A
germ at the root soon plays havoc
Sims Sonct Club.
with the most luxuriant growth and
Drug Store.
Mrs Devitt M. Flournoy entertaincauses it to fade and fall out. A remed the Sans Souci club at cards very
eay for this has recently been
dis- charmingly at her country
place,
covered, called Newbro's Herpicide, "Hom
Rexall Violet Talcum Powewood," on Friday afternoon
that acts by lestroying the germ
The tellies were attractively arranged
dow is the best talcum powder
Big free act before the show
that, does the damage, besides removon the poreh and a peettily appointed
ing all impurities from the scalp. In lunch
made.
eon wee served after the game
Addition It permit,' new life and
At each place was a souvenir bunch
It is delicately perfumed
rigor to enter the Scalp. &lid happy of /tweet peso. The elhb
Slack, Wire and Revolving Ladder.
pthte, a
results are. sure to be obtained from
sad
put up in handsome
dainty set of pearl beauty pine, was
its use. Try It. Sold by leading won hr Mrs
John W. Scott. Miss
boxes
.
Mee the display in
druggists. Two sites, 54k, and $1,4141, Pattli
no Hinton captured the meet
Send 10e. In stamps for *ample to prise,
our window.
a pair of silk hose. It was
The Metptetde CO., Detroft Mich.
atrtetly a chit) affair With only Miss
And come try a box.
W. B. MePherran, Speolai Agent
and two out-of-town guests:
•

The Week In Society.
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Wallace Park

•

CASINO
Commencing

ilftp4Sc.
Jaturdaq Xigkt
6pecial
'One .Wour 6ale-7:30
to 3:30

Another ettsa=
tional Unknown
SATURDAY night we
are going to have our
regular advertising special
sale with another sensational unknown to make it
more attractive. Now for
the last two Saturday nights
for this unknown special we
have sold $1.50 Silk or Lisle
Gloves for 75c; they were
something you wanted,
weren't they? Now this
Saturday night, under this
unknown item, we are going
to have something else that
you want. Come down early
for this sale only lasts one
hour and you don't want to
be left out on account of not
getting here early enough
to be at the front and get
waited on. We give below
the known attractive bargains for this hour:
2.5 doz. good quality Nain
sook
Dress Shields, pair

Monday, June3,1907

MOVINfi PICTURES

fiiSt

What is being done by a Paducah
Hosiery Mill, we offer
so doz. Seamless Fast Black Sox
for, per pair

Kretore

The Heim Children

50 doz. Ladies' Rea'4,isle Fine
Gauze Hose for, per pair

Miss Glenwood

Mr. and Mrs. John Powers

Rexall Violet

Talcum Powder

25c—

M cPHERS ON'S

20 doz Gauze Lisle Black Hose,
a 25c value for, per pair

15c,

25 Rugs, 1 1-2 yards long,
made of
remnants of our best quality velvet
and
tapestry carpets, fringed,
at each.

63c

15 pieces 36-inch best quality
15c
Percale at, per yard.

9c

Unknown Jpecial

Glenwood

•

5c
7c
10c

Remember, these are all made
by home labor and this introduc
tory sale is to get you started using
them.

MOVING PICTURES
Edwards

5C

to 6how 4ou

50 doz. Ladies' Seamless Lisle
Hose for, per pair .

Axtell 6 Heine

5c

20 gross 14 and 16 line Fish
Eye
Water Pearl Buttons, per doz

no

?lc Vitone 'Orders
Vharges at ihese firices
4110.0
.

'1

PAGE ?Orli

the Vabucab %un.
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IT THE SUN PUBLISIIINOCO.
1111CDPPIM 01'yp
T. M. FISHES, President.
IL J. PA.XTON, General Manager.

THE PADUCAH EVENINCS SUN
sound of that name, though the spelling is reassuring.
Whether his story is true or not
Harry Orchard iv a self-confessed
rogue, and Moyer and Haywood were
In mighty shady company when they
associated with him.
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4 AT THE CHURCHES 1-t-

SATURDAY, JI`NE S.

Recltatiou
Tessie Ham:
Recitation
Rubie Bethe,
Song..i.ucy Walker and Mars- Bethe:
Song by school
"Shine Out"

Methodist.
BROADWAY— The Rev. W. T
Bolling, pastor. Children's day serPreebyteriais
CUMBERLAND-- The Rev. Jos- vices at tthe niorning hour: Following
all.:111struirTioN
entered at the postoffice at Paducah, *It is odd that the head of the eph MeLeskey, pastor. Services ev- is the program:
INSERT BROADWAY ... a. .IM
My. as second els.se matter.
Standard brake concern should
be ery Sunday at county court house.
KENTUCKY AVENUE—The Rev.
Program for Children's Day:
THE DAILY Milt
killed in a runaway machine.
Cry Carrier, per week
J. R. Henry, pastor. Morning sub10
Organ Voluntary,
Py mall, per month, in advance.. 26
eke: "The Training of Children." Hymn 675
Opening Song
THEM'S OUR SENTIMENTS.
By mall, -,er year, In advance....$1 60
Prayer
Dr. W. T. Bolling
communication in the Louisville Children's day exercises at night. The
A
THE WEEKLY IMP
program:
Responsive Reading..By the School
Per year, by mall, postage paid. $1.00 Herald says:
Opening chorus by school—"The Gloria Petri
By the Choir
finished
reading
SI
just
hese
your
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.
Cull of Spring."
Creed
By the School
•
Wait a-Minute column
las, today's
Scripture reading.
Phone 058 Herald.
°Ince. 116 South Third.
Bible Reading.
It started out with PaduHymn..Golden Harps Are Sounding
Prayer.
Payne A Young, Chicago end New cah and it ended with Paducah. I
Song, by the school--"Summerat Recitation
J une
Towle reptesentatives.
enjoyed every line of It. I visited
Little Nell Craig.
Call to Praise."
Paducah
ago
attend
years
a
few
to
THE SUN can be found at the followRecitation—"They Speak of God Exerchie,A Crown for Children's Da)
the Kentucky State Medical society
ing places:
Miss. Floyd Swift's Class.
to
Me."
and I had a royal good time. I was
R. le Clements A 011,
Recitation.Mainie's Letter to Heaven
Singfiig—"Volces of Spring."
Van Colin Bros.
delegate-at-large, chairman, secreMary Genela Ballowe.
Exercise for seven girls—"The
Palmer House,
tary, etc., of the whole Tenth disSong...Remember the Sabbath Da)
Suntshine Band."
John Wilhelm's,
trict. L was the only man there from
Ffy Five Little Girls
Song by iselsool—"Our Golden Exercise
the Tenth. One of the young M. D's
Recitation and Song, The Little One's
Day."
from "The Purchase" doubted
my
Part.
Solo, with chorus, by school—
statement that I was from the Tenth
Beginners' Class.
.
but Dr. Steele Bailey vouched for me "The Robin Song."
Recitation—"Be Lovely Within." Song..Hark, Ten Thousand Harps
anti my place of abode, and the chairand Voices.
8Ingtrig---"ShIn
e All the Day."
man allowed me to place Dr. Martin
SATURDAY, JUNE S.
Introductory Dialogue, Louise Bond's,
Solo—"God
the
Bless
Babies."
F. Coomes' name before the deleAnna Washington.
Recitation—"I Love You, Little
gates for president of the State MedCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Recitation
A Golden Harp
Flower."
ical society."
By Six Girls.
Duet—"Coming to Thee."
•
I hope that Paducah will send a
May, 1907.
Exercise—"Thank You. to God." Song An Open Bible For the World
4118
la
3995 delegation to the coming Republican
Song of the Harpers
Chorus,
by school--"Who Will Recitation
2
3951
Hymn,Crown Him with Many Crowns
17
3991 convention instructed for the Hon. Our Pilot Be?"
Augustes
E.
SY:11180u."
3
3951
Talk by the Paster.
18
3973
Addrees by pastor.
Graduating Exercises, A Class of Nine
3961
20
3954 CASSIUS DUDLEY MANSFIELD,
Offering.
M. D.
•
From Beginners' Class to Primary
3961 .21
3942
Closing song—"Summer's Call 'to
7
Recitation •
3961
22
Our Offering
4048
Praise."
HANDS OFF MaTRACKEN.
Song ..Hosanna to the Son of God
4006
23
3943
Benediction,
Somebody outside of McCracken
Doxology.
3954
24
3945
FIRST- The Rev. W. E Cave, pas10
3963
25
Benediction.
3961 county has use for the McCracken
tor. Morning subject: "Object of
11
The graduating class of the infant
3985
27
3955 county delegation to the Republican
11
3976
28
3940 state convention. The outsider is Christ's Errand." Evening subject: department is tomposed of: Elizabeth
24
3975
29
"911 opposed to the candidacy of Hon. "The End of a Great Life." Holy and Horace Gieaves, Elizabeth Quick.
communion at morning service,
111
Sarah Conner, Florence Brown, Em3982
30
3943 Augustus E. Willson and to Capt.
met Schultz and Walter Baughan.
31
3943 Ed Parley. Mc-Cracken county's canGerman.
Motet'
Mr. Will V. Green will sing "Hold
107,232 didate for•state treasurer. The same
LUTHERAN— The Rev. Paul Thou My Hand" as the evening ofAserage for May, 1906
4001 ruse will be attempted here a•nd in
Average for May, 1907
3972 every county in the First congres- Bente preaches in the evening, sub- fertory.
Personally appeared before me, sional district --to secure uninstruct- jest: "loving and Hating Our BrothMECHANICSBURG — The Rev. J.
this June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- ed delegations. The Republicans of Cr." No morning service.
L. Perryman, pastor, Usual morning
eral manager of The Sun, who af- this county do riot have to 'indorse
EVANGELICAL-—The Rev. Wit- servioes. Children's day services at S
firms that the above statement of the Mr. Willson for governor, but they ,liam Bourquin. pastor. Morning ser- es in. Following is the program:
circulation of The Sun for the month ought to indorse somebody.
:vices in German. Evening services in
Prayer—The Rev. Mr. Perryman.
of May, 1907, is •true to the best of
Chorus—"Happy Day in June,"—
it is right that the majority of the ,English, subject: "The Good Shephis knowledge and belief.
Choir.
Republicans who attend the eounty'herd."
PETER PURYEAR.
Responsive readiest.
convention should prevail at the
Notary Public.
Chorus--'R'aise
Song" — day school 9:30 a. m, Juniors 2:30
the
convention, and
Baptist.
it is right that
My commission expires January the expression of their opinion should
SECOND—The Rev. L. G. Graham, Calcite
p. m.
22. 1908.
be impressed 01/ the state conven- pastor. No services tomorrow on ac-I Recitation—Fannie Perryman,
TENTH
STREET— The Rev.
Recitation—James Kendall.
tion. The only way in • which the count of repairs to -the church.
George H. Farley, pastor. Morning
FIRST—The Reis Calvin Thomp- .Recitation—Herbert Daily.
will of the coiiventiou can be carried
subject: "The ,ISaseeiver--a Type."
Bally Thought.
''Our worries would be few if it out in the state convention, is by son, pastor.- Morning sermon by the .Recitation--Eeina Edwards.
Evening subject: "Christ Our Pass-Recitation—Ora Wood.
were not for the things that never sending instructed delegates. If the Rev. J. R. Clark. Evening sermon b)
over." A revival wilt be commenced
Chorus — "Nature's Welcome"— June 23. the Rev. John T. Brewn, of
happen."
delegates go to Louisville without, the pastor.
BELLEVIEW-- Dedication tomor- Chorus.
bouisville, assisting the Paster.
instructions, it will not be worth any
Recitation—Margery Spivey.
man's while to attend the county row niorning. Sermon by the Rev. J.
GROPING FOR AN ISSUE.
•
Recitation—Verna Daily,
Epbbeopat
It's a pity that a man of Mr. Bry- convention, because the delegates R. Thompson.
EAST -Childteu's day exercises
Recitation—James Beal.
GRACE—The Rev. D. C.. Wright,
an's philosophical temperament and can do as they please at Louisville,
will be,held Sunday morning.
Recitation—Rosele Fletcher.
rector. Second Sunday after Trinity.
The
mentality, should so identify himself anyway.
Holy conimunion 7:30 a. w. Sunday
Recitation—Vivian Yates.
If any man welts the nomination program will be:
with partisanship, that he must alThe Rev. S. A. Allen
school 9.30. Morning prayer awl set
Clases dialogue —"Butter Cup."
ways( look upon public questions with for governor of Kentucky, let him Pres er s
an toe siegle to their utility as a announce it opeuiy and then enter Greeting to school,.By Superintend- .Solo---"Pyttises) We Will Sing"-- mon 10:43. Evening prayt•r and seaent.
men 7:45.
13. B .Adams. campaign issue. An example of his into a fair, square contest for deleBessie Varner
Reeltsition---Katie Daily.
attitude is afforded in a recent inter- gates before the county convention. itkcita.tlon
1.illie May Scopes
tRocitirtion---Lizzie Starrett.
view with the great •cominoner on Hon. Augustus E. Willson has de- Recitation
Salvation Army.
Ruth Varner
Recitation—Fannie Adams,
the issues of 1908, in which he says: clared himself a candidate. He is Recitation
Sunday morning. Fifth and BroadRecitation
Beulah Bethel
Recitation--Raymond Simmons.
way, 10 a. ma Fourth and Broad"The financial issue is not the same the ttitlY man in the state, who has
Recitation
Mary Waiker
Quartet "Oonsider the Lilies"
way, 11 a. am.: Third and Broadway,
now as it was In 1896. It is not due come out in such a public statement;
Recitation
Mary Bethel Mrs. Yates, Ruby McDonald, B. 13. 2 o'elock: inside meeting at 3 le
to the Republican party, however, but somebody desirous of accomp-;
tn.:
Song by school .
"Crown Him" Adams, 13. W. Smith.
Fourth and Broadway, 7 p.
but to natural causes, such as the lishIng some purpose that does not
InRecitation
......
Roy
Wade
Recitation—Beae
gold
le
yet
making
w
hich
Daily.
appear,
side
a
fleeting
S
play
is
in the
p. m. Metitings every
world's inereased
suhttr,v.
Recitation
Robert
Merry
Recitation—May
loa Barnett.
night except Monday. Hearquarters
has aecomplished in a measure wha•t First district to control the deiegaRecitation
Harry Warner
Reicitation—Teda Bougeno.
at 130 Broadway,
I tried to accomplish In the campaign., tions, so that he may use them for
Recitation
Thurman
Golsotn
Recitation---Kate Kendall,
trading stock.
of 1596."
Recitation
Rosie Bethel
Chorus — "Happy
•
Skmmer" —
Christian Patience;
Mr. Bran has talked about "fiat
McCracken county Is or Capt. Ed
Recitation
Maggie Pool Choir.
SERVICES—Sunday, 10:30 a. ni:
•
merle)" and what he would do with FarleS. 'We believe, also, Deg it is
Class Drill.
Wednesday, 7:30 rassiaa.: Sunda)
. Recitation- -Nettie Edwards,
:
his pet -measures to establish mone- for Hon. Augustus E. Willson, but Recitation
Reeder Wi•iltios
Reading—Ruby McDonald,
school at 9:30 a. m. Hall 527 1-2
tar) volute. until the echo of his that will appear later. The dele- Recitation
Lillie Grimes
Broadway. Public invited.
Class drill—Butterfly.
own voice has come back to him like gates should be Instructed to vote Recitations
.....
Mary Jones
Chorus—"Lift a Song of Cheerthe arguments of an adversary.
for Capt. Farley for state treasurer Song by school, "Shine
Out Bright --Choir, •
Church Notes.
Wh) can not lie content himself and for whoever the Republicans
Children's Day."
'Reading —Lottie Lofton.
The Ladle:: Aid society of the
favor
for governor. Don't lets play
with the observation that "the finanClass Drill.
Everywhere"— Cumberland Presbyterian church will
Chorus —"Beauty
cial issue is not the same now as it into the hands of some self-seeking Recitation
Beulah Gholson
meet Monday afternoon at' 3 o'clock
Choir.
was in 19067" Why must be needs' politician, who has not the manhood Recitation
Gertie Walker
with Mrs. Gus Gideon, .813 South
Collection for educational fund.
add, "It is not clue to the Republican to conic out and make an open fight, Re(itation ...... ....Ethel Merry
Chorus---"eoldIers True"--Choir. }sou rth Street.
by sending an uninstructed delega- Recitation
pa.t.?"
Georgie Gamblin
The Home Marston society of the
Benediction.
Recitation
The Republican party never pre- tien Delia Gossom
Methodist church
TENNESSEE STREET— The Rev. Broadway
will
Recitation
tended that anything
Lena Bell
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Physicians agree that Belvedere Betr
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in ga values
than other beers.

The Belvedere Malting Process secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in predigested form.

Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.

• Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

I

Weikel & Haggity
This firm has formed a partnership in the plastering
business. Mr. llaggity is a practical mechanic and will
attend a that part of the business. Mr. Weikel makes
all estimates and will be pleased at any time to figure
with any Paducah people wanting this character of work.

BoTri prioNti38 490-
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CHE OPTIMO
1907's Newest Model

WILLSON SPEAKS
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l'he Optimo is 1907's newest novelty and it
has all the snap and go which is so' evident in
present-day styles. It is made up in the soft
Milan braid, lending that graceful droop so much
admired by well dressed men this season.
The new Yachts, Alpines and Telescopes in
Sennet, Split %lat. and Mackinaw braids are also
shown in'a profusion of refilled shapes. You will
be sure to‘find here a hat. which was especially
chosen for a man of your build amid your tastes.
Complete displays of such famous makes as tlrace,
Dunlap, Hawes Howard and Young. Some of
them have 'studied hat Tonkin(' for nearly n centmy
and we have chosen their best work.

From $1.00 to $5.00
Our special importation of one-piece Panamas,
direct from South America, is a complete exposition of what a Panama hat should be. All the
popular shapes, from

$3.50 to $12.50
See the new Sousette liat Band, a broad, rich
looking soft silk band for negligee wear. You'll
like it............._. _

_
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50c
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Morning after a tout of Mexito and,1
California. Ile witnessed a genuine mi.
bull fight in Mexico.
Mr. G. W. Hurley, the Kesel liveryman, passes through Paducah
this morning en route to Calvert
City to visit.
Mr. Fred Hilke, son of Mr. Henry
Quarter!, l'ourt
Dorirmai School Has Nocceeeful
.siesf-Tenritimisee-werseste-le-ntf-etee=ereemesetareesset-Iren=e44eirierte4teteenat.
tioelhg.
W. L. Bower, suit over a 110jbe. the
Tbe'Alpha society of Mrs. John J. his home of fever,
Mr. Fred McCreary, the Illinois jury returned a verdi•t for the deIssean's private szhool. at Fourth
horses
Michael Swapped
and Adams streets, gave an attrac- Central tank carpenter, is ill and un. fendant.
!and gave $50 to boot, and claimed
live entertainment on Friday after- able to be on duty.
J. J. Coffee and wife and daughter, the horse he received in the trade
neon at the school. An admirably
plauned musical and literary pro- Geneva, of Mayfield, are visiting the was not up to representations,
grant with aenthate. "Resolved That family of Thomas Eminerson.
Demis Filed.
Printing is the.. Greatest Invention."l Misses Clara and Grace ButterThompson Wilson ei company to
as a special feature, was carried out. worth, who have been visiting reiain the debate both the negative and tives at Murray for sonic time, have the Globe Bank and Trust company,
affirmative tildes were so good in returned to their home at itrookport. property on Kentucky avenue heHE season's selling in Lace Curtains lias left Our
Tenth streets.
and
their argument that the budges werel Mrs. George Clinger and daughter tween Ninth
etoek with some patterns reduced tie two and
unable to decide and gave honors to Carrie, of Evansville, are visiting itt 14;260.
three pairs of a-kind. These we place on sale for one
I Virginia S. Strang to Gus and
both. They were: Rose Langeton,i Paducah.
Trimble
day at ONE-THIRD OFF the regular price. If a
Mr. H. M. Massie, of La Center, Harry Hank.. property on
Mary Linn, Viola
Miller, Edwin i
I street, between Fifteenth end Sixbargain would interest you this is your opportunity.
Lightfoot, Mary Dorian, Conroy Do- Is in the city,
elan, affirmative; Lena Flint, Alvinl Mrs. Charles Etter, wife of the teenth streets, $3.fl.
Pettey, Dorothy Aillier, Fowler Post, Well known fireman of No 4 station,' Isom Parham to James Childress,
Helen novel), Vera Province., nega...is ill of fever at her home, 4el Ten- property in the county. $1,n00,
I William Minnich to J. W. Locktive. Ad informaiti reception with nessee street.
Miss Ruth Parker went to Benton wood, property in the Minnich subdelightful refreshments followed the
division, $475.
program. The class colors red and this morning,
Louise M. Metzger to Mary Dorr,
white were prettily carried out inl Mr. and Mrs. Louis Edward HassBurnett
aud
Tenth
I noue of Clinton, Ili., will arrive here -property at
the decorations and refreshments,
Examination will be -held on mon- on June- 16-,-..iateroute_ Irons their streets, $200,
day and Tuesday, and the school will bridal trip to visit 'Mrs. irlaruouaa'al W. C. Ellis to \V. J Holt, property
close on Wednesday with a plenie at mother, Mrs. David L. Sanders, Ile in the Trimble-Norton addition, $1
.and other considerations.
Wallace park. This is the fifth year South Seventh Street.
Miss Ernestine Alma, teacher of I B. F. Abernaths to Carton .lindolph'
WILL 11E114,11N UNCH ANGED SA1'14 el Mrs. Dorian's school and has been I
St inte:ME ASSIEWILA(He.
most successful in every detail. The English in the High school, has re-.and others, property in the county.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
$2e0.
school is growing rapidly and Mrs. turned to her home at Oweesboro.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400 1,e
Dorian will enlarge the capacity to! Miss Mabel Robins teacher in the
Broadway. Phone 196.
Marriage licenses,
meet the demand for the coming grade schools, will return today to
-Fine carnations at 50c per doz- Uniform Rank in National temven- sear. She will go to New York in her home in Indiana.
Frank Rudolph to Lizzie .1•311*.-F.
en at Bruneon's, 529 Broadway.
Gen Takes Up Questions IsmSam Spencer to Dora Judd
July and will spend the summer' Miss Anesthesia Smith, teaeher in
-Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway.
tenting Brigades,
Dalton Vosier to Jimmie Poyner.
there studying new and up-to-date the public schools, has returned to
Noonday luncheon for ladies and
private stehool methods of the east, her home In Louisville.
gentlemen. A la Carte bill of fare.
In Police Court.
Mrs. C. V. Housman, accompaeied
Her work has always been along pub-I
-MeCalls patterns and mareizines,
John Penn Was fined $50 and
lie school lines and she wishes to by her little cousin, Miss Madie Ray
Nierfolk, Ore.. June 8.--The nucomplete stock on sale at The BarNoel, of Cadiz, are vielting Mrs. Sa- costs for flourishing a pistol about
perfect herself otherwise.
preme assembly of the
Uniformed
gain Store, $14 'Broadwa,v,
the head of Lula leowery, colored, and
die_Finley at Mayfield.
-Carbelit =penile that_ gives entire unk ot einleernt_ otesTerthlare-today - Mewe'Birrite-Callahalleand thildreri,
woman-was alma 45 and cost* for
Mee Levin Lake; of thfura, ithsts-.;
satisfaction, ami every sheet guaran- voted down the proposition for a little Mies Louise and Master Searcy will arrive this month to visit his using Insulting language towards
teed is the Webster Mull Copy Car- change in uniforms. The assembly Callahan, of Fulton, are visiting Mrs. daughter, Mrs. William T. Anderson, Penn. Other cases: Cicero Anderson,
bon. handled only by R. D. Clements referred back to the committee for 11, L. Grogan, of 1036 Madison of Arcadia.
Mr. Lake formerly malicious, cutting, continued until
report at the next meeting the amend street.
a
& Co. Phone 436.
hits' many June 10; Neal Long, beating
lived in Paducah 'and
Incorporated.
-.Mrs. M. D. Vandtivvid will erect Went proposing no brigade having
Mrs. W. T. Triplet and leiby Ruth, friends here. He is en route front board bill. dismissed; C. W. Darnell,
a brick cottako op. Harahan boule- tette than 15 companies be allowod ef St. Louis, arrived Thursday
orElitools,
in
justice
from
fugitive
Richmond.
to the U. C. V. reunion at
vard
represt!idation in the eupreme as- visit Mrs. Triplet's sister, Miss Va and a visit to his Dative home dered returned to that state.
--Daily sembly. A resolution was parsed Edythe Morrison. after' which they at Cambridge, Maryland, and will go
-City aubseribers to the
WORK WAN l'ED -Phone
BRICK
Sun who wish the delivery of their giving brigade commanders the pow- will join Mr. Triplet in Spokane, on to Chicago from here. Mr. Lake 4
.
1562.
papers stopped_ 1 iuster1etif.l_e_Me_n_91" er to accept resignations of field- and Wash
now -90-years_ _old,. is still_
SA I de---GoOd second-hand
- F• OR
lectors or make the requests direct line officers. The retiolation
proDUN'S HEyIEW.
°Miss Lula Munson will return to- traveling for the Armour company of
Tennessee road wagon. Apply Johnsto The.Sun office. 'Inte attention will ividing that jeweineinors be bestowed day front Okolona, Miss., where she Chicago, and is the oldest Mason in
ton-Denker Coral Co.
be pain to such orders V. hen given on line officers after serving one has been or the past month visiting
-ee
the south,
. I
- F• OR SALE- 500 shares Mergento carriers. Sun Publishing Co.. !term insteml of to was defeated. relatives.
returned
Rouse_
Jake
Patrolman
thaler-Horton Bas-ket Machine com-Sunday morning another match An amendment was passed with but
Duge&
0,
York,
IL
W.
June
returnell this morning from Racine, 0_ after
Patterson
Capt.
New
- EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
pany stock at 10 cents per share. Adcroquet game will be played on .the iotte diseenting- vote permitting
vest-mein -morntng front - Futton a-nd attending the funeralhis mother, Co.'s weekly review of trade tomor- MITCHELLS for high-grade hi-cy- dress Lock Box 43, Jewett, Ohio.
the Mayfield election of brigade officers by letter. Mayfield, where he went in the interMetzger grounes on
•.
Mrs. Rebekah Rouse, 8,3 years old, row will say:
cles, 320-32S South Third street.
road I etween Metzger and Hampton.
W'-ANTED-L-Agents. and collectors
'
est of the Chautauqua.
Va.,
W,
seaGrove,
the
Willow
in
who died
Adverse weather ha: made
Bennett and Davis.
TELEPHONE 203 for nice bundled Salary or commission: An up-to-date
Cetoeut George Bain, who address- last week.
noel:0 Afternoon -at First Baptist
son another week eate. Moth as to die-kindling. Jolinton-I)*toker Coal Co.' proposition. Call between Valid
-We give you better carriage and
ed•the High school graduates com('hurch.
Patrolman John Hessian has re- trIbution of spring merehandise md
4 South Fifth. -Upstairs.
better service for the money than
yesterday turned_ front Lexington, where he -progtasa eitte_the. crops_ Transactions
moment nighe, ieft
FOR FRESH Finn telephone 92-6 a. m., 111,
_teacher
The euperinteemne
is given by any transfer company in of the primary department of the morning for his home at Lexington. placed Lillie Settle, colored, in the during the few days 'of seasonable no's of 41111--16"..r4 Broad alley,
WE MAKE a ;specialty of fancy
America. Fine carriages for special First Baptist Sundae school will enDr, Clarence Milani has arrived reform school.
weather thus far indicate that . set- - Foil DRY-- WOOD,--- UISI- Phone race track saddles and harness,- also
occasions on short notice; also ele- tertain the mothers
repair work. Padtteah Harness and
Mrs. William Foster, of Spring. tled warm weather wi'l bring out 2361.
the children Morn Philadelphia to spena the sumgant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co of leis department in an informal mer with his mother and aunt, Mrs. field, Mo., and little daughter Har- much business, nut sn eauch time has
W ANTED-A good cook, at once. Saddle Co., 24-4"See Kentnekyeaverrute.
--if you haven't rime to go home way next_ Tuesday afternoon at the M. G. Milani and Miss Mary Starr,
Were 'Phone e46.'
riet, who have been the guests of Dr. been lost that few merchants antici- 1.03e Jeffenant.
to ittneh, try Whitehreld'e 25 cent clone-eh (lower
Mrs. Hebert Eiey has gone to Kut- and Mrs. D. J. Foster and Mrs. Al- pate a nerneal volume, and large
ty
floor) from e:::n to
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rooms.
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ItteNT
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dinner. Polite service.
relatives.
bert Foster, for several weeks, re- stecks•well be carried over or seed- Old [hone 111.1.
win, tawa to visit
4:30. It is hoped that any
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writer, old model, In ttestelase menMadisonville,
rf
Cates,
Bertha
Miss
,
fail to attend the opening have failed to receive their invieet_
fit•ed as bargainte
turned home this week.
Nesry cheap. The price will
FOR heating and storewood ring denim.
ball at Dheon Springs, June .13. Cheap Hon, air it wits Intom,sible to get all will arrive today to visit her sister,
Mr. and Mts. George C. Warfield
Wholesale trade in fail and winter
you. Jolt Toner, 347 Kensurpriee
Leviu.rates on I. C. railroad. .i. M. Groves, the addresses correct, will attend. Mrs. Clarence Miller, at the residence moved this week from 533 North goods is brisk, large duplicate pur- -137 F.
Phone 629.
tileky
of Mrs. Lou Herring, South Third
Manager.
YOU CAN get nice bundled kindFifth street to 531 Jefferson street. chases 'being made because of the
Each mother Is earnestly requested
months,
- RENT-For three
--MOIL
street.
'-Place your orders for wedding to be preeent without, further notice.
Mr. and Mrs, Peter Puryear have cold spring having depleted retail nog at Johnstini-Denker Coal compa- an elegant furnished home. Abundof South Third
Brandon,
Ellis
Mrs.
Is The entertainment will be entirely
Invitations at home. The Sun
taken the house at 927 Broadway stocks. Manure( turing plants operate ny. Telephone 203,
ante. Of shade. Will be rented to
a
yesterday from
William full capacity in most industries, cotJudge
showing as great an assortment as Informal anti Is planted that the street, returned
lately vacated by
.,_ SHORT ORDER lunches a...eine- .1...trAtve parties. Apply to C. E.
weeks' visit to her mother in
two
housekeeping
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Reed, and will go to
ton mills making remarkably
cialty at Page's restaurant. 119 South Jennings, Real Estate Agency, 524
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much lower than you will have to may become better acqualuted. The
ble returns, in view of the weather Thud street.
as soon as the house is ready.
Broadway,
North
li. Buchanan, of
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Mrs.
_______________
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pay elsewhere.
Miss Retible Cobb will be removed and cost of new material. Dispatches
children are not expected as it is a Thirteenth street, left yesterday for
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that
indicate
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FOR SALE--One four-burner gas
to
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hospital
-Wedding invitations, annotate,- "grown-up" afindr entirely. Light
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front
Dalton, to visit.
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e.e $7 per month. F. runge. three electric chiMdeliers, oxsilents and every character of ern refreshments will he served and the
Broadway this afternoon. She is husineeli situation is' much more sat- North Sixth
l Mrs. John Murree and daughetr, Op
t edized consisting of one 1-ligh1, one
graved work is given careful. per- pastor, the Rev. Calvin M. Thomprapidly alter an operation isfactory at points in the west than in F. Fisher.
improving
Miss Effie. of South Eleventh street,
one
sonal attention at the Sun Job °See. son, le D., will make a abort address,
east or south. Few serious labor
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invitations have been issued but the
Mrs. Ernest L. Stevens and chiai.
phone, mornings.
JUNE 9, 1907 addreseeseere difficult to secure and
Mrs. Edmund M. Post, efiss Adine creased, and the forward business it,
FOR RP:NT - -Newty decorated old
of Paris, went home yesterday after
It Is desired that no one feel un- visiting Mrs. Stevens' mother, Mrs. Morton and Miss Helen Lowry will all forme of iron and steel ie. so aNti'llitellis. Modem Improvements-I
HORSES FOR SAI.E- At James A.
Tuesday at noon for Shelby- :m em thtt no material change in the Hecht Aparttuents, 511 Adams.
The steamer George Cowling will locked.
Glauber's stable by Shins and Love.
M. B. Williams, of North Fifth street, leave on
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ed principal of the High xchaol, will
Robert Sanderson, of Mayfield, Kentucky.
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Mrs. Charles James returned to spot business, the over-sold domes"and 14)"'
BEST sandwiches,chile Hive
every respect. No tileorderly conduct take an especial course of study in position with the Paducah Ice corn- her home in Evansville today after tic furnaces making a ready market 221k11.1;it
and hot tamales. can at 111 1-21
AMERICAN Federation of Musiwill be tolerited aboard the boat. the Chicago University. Mrs. Stieg many.
• visiting her mother. Mrs. D. L. San- for foreign iron.
South Third street.
;clans, colored, witl enroll you for
As in other hranchte of trade, the
Come bring your lunch- baskets and and little Misses Feances and Louise
Mrs. C. W. Wooldridge, of 1837 ders
p- $1.50 until July 2. when the fee wtil
spend an enjoyable day on the boat. Sugg will spend the summer in Medi- Guthrie avenue. is III of fever.
Mrs. M. D. Campbell, 622 South only drawback is the uncertainty sup- -- WANTED-- Poeittou as temekkeeto
today to plied by the unfavorable weather, and er by man of experience. Good refer- be raised to $10, Anyone wiehing
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Rachache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most cases are direct results
WKAK KIDNEYS and INeLAINIATION OF THE BLADDER. The strain on the Kidneys and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Bladder
producing the pains.
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WILL CURE IT

4

not the surrounding walls eotearucted
of stone sad brick there must hate
been an immediate outbrea
k of fire.
As it was, the glare in the windows
revised ausi the wiemlwerk began to
acorch. In the saute Mettint a dreadful
roll of thunder swept over the locality,
and a deluge of rain, without any further warning, descended.
All this seemed to the wondering boy
to be a very long time in passing. in
reality it occupied but a very few seconds. People in the distant street could
not distinguish the crash of the fallen
meteor from the accompanying bum
der. rod the downpour of rain came In
the very nick of time to prevent the
wood in the house and the neighboring
factories from blazing forth into a die
astrona fire.
The torrent of water caused a dense
volume of steam to generate in the
buck yard. and this helped to minimize
the strange light shooting up from the
cavity. There was a wad hissing and
Creekling as the rain poured over the
meteor and gradually dulled its brightness. Pundemonium raged in that curiously ate-hided nook.
Amazed and cowed, not by the nntanti phenouienon he had witnessed,
but by the Interpretation he placed on
It, the boy unfastened the rope from
his neck.
"Very well, !pother." be whispered
aloud. "If It Is your wish, I will live.
I suppose that God speaks in this
way."
(Continues] in Next beau...)

BOSS CANVASMAN
OF THIRTY YEARS

Great Summer Discount

'Matt" Barber Is at Last Ob-

DRAUCHOnu,00 BUSINESS soL
u LEGEs
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lia. Walked Rack and Forth Across
alaaou and Dixone Line Annually For

Call, write, or phone for CATALOGUE
and full particulars. Special
SUMMER DISCOUNT NOW ON, POSITIolalS
secured or MONielf BACK

PRACTICAL

28 College', le years' sot ..-ss.
College co., Incorporated.
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GRAYSON SPRINGS

KY.

(Continued'From Yesterday.)
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me erty, viz:
(Irene At (haring ('roes next day he caused by the thunderbolt or meteor his fastidiousness such
Lots 11 and 12. block 14, West
food may
was bustled under the wheel% of-an eanie a radiance that sent a spreading prove to tax
his digestive functions End Addition, in the City of Paduomnibus and narrowly eecaped death. shaft of light upward like the beam of and may even
cause gastric trouble. cah, Kentucky. Said lots front the
(Dahl Except Sunday.)
t44) he was driven into the
side streets a searchlight. The warmth, too. of the
The ohemioal analysis of food and south side of Broadway 50 feet each.
Steamers Joe Fowler and John
and the quiet goitres. In which. amine object was almost overpoweeing. Were
physiological experiments in the test and rue baik towards Court street a
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans three or four days. he managed to
tube do not take into account this uniform wtifth to IG) 9-12 foot to a
earn
an
average
of eightpenee
Wile and way landings at 11 a. m.
psychical factor of digestion, for the 25 foot alley, to satisfy said judgSpecial excursion rate now In a which he spent on food.
digestive process is well begun when
For
the
Each talght• he crept hack to the poor
fact from Paducah to Evansville and
the sight of food is pleasing. On the
I
tenement.in JObrixon'A Mews, his bleak
return, $4.a0. Elegant musts on the
contrary, when food does not appeal
"home" amid the solitude of empty
I to the eye It is likely not reasoneble
IiwoaL Tab', unsurpassed.
stables and warehouses. The keeper of
to conclude, therefore ,that the price
a coffee stall, touched ode night by his
'of flavor Is always - the price of
WXICAMER DICE FOWLER
woebegone appearance, gave hint Rome
.luxurye-London Lancet.
half dried coffee grounds in a paper.
Leaves Psioicah for Cairo and Ira! together with a handful of cruets.
For the convenience of our
WILLIAM- S' CARBOLIC SALVE
"Pie 'arf that In a pint of water."
landings at 8 a. m sharps, daily, ex
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL.
Pip said, looking critically at fie. sodpatrons we have equipped ourtept Sunday. Special excursion rate
We take pleasure In announcThe beat Salve In the world for
dotted mass of coffee, "an' when it
selves especially for prompt and
now In effect from Paducah to Calrc comets to
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
ing that we now have Denatured
a bile let it settle. It'll surefficien
t prescription service.
Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands, and
and return, with or without meab prise you to find 'ow grateful
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
an' cow
eruptio
We
all
skin
have
ns.
two bicycle nieteenIt
guarant
is
eed
room.
and
Good music and table un fortin' It tastes) on a cold night. As for
be used for burning purposes
to give satisfaction, or money reKers on duty all the time and a
surpassed.
the crusts, if you bake 'ern over the
only, as nearly every one now
funded0 Price 25c by Druggists.
hurry Cell to Phone 71' will meet
For further information apply tit fire, they're just as good as the rusks
knows, but for use In the arts
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
with a hurry response always.
you
buy
in
tins:"
A. Fowler General Pass. igent,
Cleveland, 0.
and mechanics it is the most
This good Samaritan had repeated
Our Prescription Department
often Fowler, City Pass. Agent, a
economical and satisfactory fue
his gift on two occasions, and Philip
111 in charge of a Registered
Bad Acting.
Fowler-Crum baugh & Co's. elate.
known.
had n fairly large supply of small ewe,
At a dinner of the Beach club at
1
Pharmacist of twenty years' exHock pip one- No. tie
sent to his mother by lhe colliers- comCheaper than wood aleohol, it
Poem Beach. Oakleigh, Thorne New
perience, and only pure and full
pany, Ni) Nei position,desperate enough.
ale° burns without any of its
York's noted recontenr, told a story
strength drugs are used in the
was yet bearable had he ben sought to
offensive odor. Next time try
about a theatrical manager.
compounding of prwriptIons.
aeenstom him/telt to the new eondlit In your chafing dish or alco"The day after the production of a
Everything is done just as carenous of life. There was a chance that
hol beater; it will be a revelanew melodrama," said Mr. Thorne,
fully as if you knew all about
Ids wild broodings would have yielded
"This manager wrote to his leading
tion to you. Be sure tat phone
to the neoectsity• to earn a living, and
the business and were there to
;pan as follows;
WINSTEAI)'S, for no other
Round trip excaurnion rates
that when next a situation was offered
watch each operation. We be'Dear
"
Sir:
perfor
Your
mance
Paducah druggist handles It.
front -Paducah to Cincinnati,
to hint he would keep it, but the oclieve that kind of service is aplast night was so bad that lb steadet. Louie and Memphis, with h
currenees of this stormy night had
Both Phones 756.
preciated; the rapid growth of
(leads have written to me demanding,
ad*. SS ((MOWN:
utterly shaken him for the hour. He
our bueirle6K ShOWA
that their names be stricken from the
was on the verge of lunacy.
15c pt. and bottle; Sc rebate free list.' "—Exchange.
Paducah to Cincinnati and
So next time the doctor leaves
As he palmed through the dark archfor bottle.
way knotting to Ma abode, the desolate
return ....
a prescription at your house, just
$11.00
25c
pt.
were
1
and bottle:10c rebate
to ask you to come
Jim-If I
stable yard was fitfully lit by lightning
step to the phone and call
to the theater tonight, what would
t. Imo la
for bottle.
and in the distance he heard the faint
7.50
you say?
rumble of thunder. The elemental
3c 2 pt. and bottle: 10c rebate
11cmplila
Vent—Why, I should say that you
7.50
strife was beginning again. This was
for,bottle.
tad been breaking into our small
the seem4 and more disastrous outbrother's
money
box.- 'London!
break of the evening of March 19,
Scraps.
Although wet to the skin, he was
(Mice Richmond noose.;
watts now on account of his long and
Either l'l
• Nri, 77,
rapid walk, When he unlocked the
It is suggested In London that all
Telephone 66-R,
Prompt brill on Telephonn Order..
Agent
for
origina
door another flash of lightning i's.
childre
l Allegretti
n should have name and adSeventh and Broadway.
dress written In the ilnlug of their
Candles
Ihe d1412161 1.11frior.
hats and caps,
4

O'Brien,"

mANITou

LAKE BREEZES

ANTAL-MIDY

S

RIVER.

Oak Dale Hotel

SIEfilF,1 CUM

NEW STATE HOTEL

HENRY MANIMEN, JR.

KILL THa COUCH

CURE THE LUNGS

Dr.Kiiig's

S.

New Otscovery

FOR

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

(Dauber's Stable.

CHAFING DISH

T11

Denatured
Alcolicd

jITILLOV.111

Our Quick Service
Prescription Dem t men?

We are ready for all kinds •f
hauling,

TELEPHONE 499

Early Times
And

Jack Beam

LEE LINE STEAMS

Will J. Gilbert

G. F. PHILLIPS. Agent

S.

Uv_elosed

WIN-STEAD

4th and Broadway

Is not bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stamp—it protects you.

f
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Women's
Oxfords
Splendid opportunities for ail
who come here
for Oxfords.

THE PADUCAH .EVENING SUN.

SATURDAY, JUNE 8.

HARBOUR'S JUNE ARGUMENTS AND ME
RCHANDISE INDUCEMENTS

We run the store that's aiming higher, building better and growing greate
r in possibilities. We are all the time wattl
ing-ever working-that the good of today inky
orrow. The keynote of this store-the founda
be our starting point
tion principle-is strictly honorable dealing at the lowest
possible prices. Merchandise is advancing and will
buying to a later day. Every mark-up in the market means ,omethin
cost
you
more if you put off
g against you. We now own a mammoth
stock of merchandise, to sell at and user old low prices
ever. are higher than they were a year ago, but not nearly so high as they
.
Many prices, howwill be. Wity not buy now while we can save
you money? Up went the price of 0. N. T. thread
for a dpzen spools is the very lowest price that we ate now allowed
to 6e a spool-6]c
to sell it to you. spool thread is higher than
it has been for twenty-five years. The advance
conditions are forcing prices up by leaps and bounds. Under
on thread means that the trade
such contingencies won't it ray you to come, antici
pate your wants and buy freely while we have
we are offering at and so nearly old low prices?
a stoqk of merchandise that

leering and Summer Drees Goods.
All remaining Spring and Summer
Drees Goods are now hurrying out at
reduced prices.
BLACK TAFFETA SILKS.
Why are we selling them so low?
We foresaw the jump in prices. We
anticipated that youel want them.
We bought ahead of time. That's
why we are now selling yard wide
black taffetas at 89e, 97c, $1 and
$1.15 that's worth up to $1.50.
1.0NG GLOYIN.
Women's Lisle Gloves in long
lengths at 35c, 6.ac and 73c. Brown
Silk Lisle Gloves $1 a pair. Long

Silk Gloves 75c, $1, $1., $1.50 and
$1.75.
Long Kid Gloves $1.59 worth up
to $2.50.
WOMEN'S GAUZE VESTS.
One hundred dozen eentrested for
last December have just arrived.
Bought today would be cheap at
12 Sic. Take them for 9c.
_I-MBICELLAS.
Three humped Umbrellas bought
ahead of the advance in March, has
been reseiving for June selling. We
give our customers the benefit of
this saving in the price. 50c, 75c, $1,
$1.10, $1.25. $1.5.0, $2, $3 and $3.50.

GIRDLE C0411.1ETS.
A great sale of Girdle Corsets at
25e a pair.
WItN DEI(FUL JUNE BARGAINS.
In women's ready-made suits. The
priaes now are only about half of
the early season price. $fi up to $18.
Sold early for double._
THE JUNE WAIST SHOW.
Great purchases of Shirtwaists
'were made for June selling. We anticipated a jump in prices for waist
material .and contracted for them
ahead of the wearing time. The big
saving we made we now give to our
customers, that's why we are selling

handsome shirtwaists in the newest
styles so cheap.
Bring us your
shirtwaist wants and save money.
THE JUNE SKIRT SALE.
Charming models in wash skirts,
also Pennines, Voiles, Cicillians, Silk
and Fancy Mixtures. A few dozen
new browns have just reached us for
next week's sale.
All
priced
at
prices that make it very much to
your interest to buy here.
ANOTHER GREAT SALE
OF MEN'S SUITS.
More record-breaking prices. Never before have we offered men's suits
at such marvelous prices. Hundreds

of stylish suits at surprisingly low
prices, 1.3.-50, $5, $7.50, $8.50, $1u
and $12.50.
MEN'S TROUSERS.
A big purchase of high-grade worsted pant. in Summer weights, has
just been received for June selling.
The materials are high-grade, higher
than our prices Indicate. This manufacturer owned a lot of mill. end
.
worsted lengths sufficient to make a
hundred or so men's trousers. We
bought a bargain. We sell a bargain. Come take them at $1 So
a
'pair. Worth $7.

Harbour's Department Store 0 0
Paducah Chautauqua to Commence
Next Thursday at Wallace Park

Evansville.
The Cite- of Savannah left SeLonis
yesterday afternoon for the Tennes-ee river and will paes here
Sunday
morning.
The Chattanooga will arrive Sunday night from Chattanooga and be
F'ol:owing is the complete program Speed,
around Paducah
until Tuesday or
of the Chautauqua, which opens
Wednesday, before returning.
2:30 Concert
Weslee
an
male
Thursday:
As the direct effect of the rains, the
quartet.
Thursday, JIM` 13.
8:00 Lecture-Mr. Lou J. Beau- river rose 1.7 in tile last 24 hours.
8:40 Lecture, Temperance address
The stage this morning of 23.2 shows
champ,
-Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, Chicago.
the unseasonable weather in compar
Friday, June 21.
ison with the stage on the same date
Friday, June 14.
8:30 Boys' and Girls' club- Miss
10:30 Lecture-Mrs. Felten.
last year, of 8.1.
amenway.
2:30 Lecture, "Hypnotism
The Kentucky received freight all
and
10:0.0 Lecture on India-Mr. V. E.
Suggestion"-Dr. Stanley L. Krebs.
Jay for the Tennessee river trip
Baksh, a native of India..
School is out and the children will want to
this,
play.
evening at 6 o'clock.
8:0.0 Stereopticon lecture, "Yel11:00 Nature Study-Mr. James
Our Barefoot Sandals are different from
those
lowstone Park," with many beeutiThe Dunbar should arrive Sunday
Speed,
usually shoun vou. They are better,
as same
fully colored slides-Dr. Jas. S.
night front Nashville and leave
1:30
Walk
Afieldtime cheaper. We sell you forMr, James
Kirtley,
deY morning for Clarksville.
Speed.
50c I n rants'cree pe rs,0 tre5
' Albert Rittenhouse, walking up;
Saturday, June 15.
2:30 Wesleyan male quartet.
steps on the Kentucky with a bucket:
10:0w- Organization of Boys' and
00c (lhild's Bare
3:00 Address-Hon. E. W. Carof scalding water, saw his cap make
Girls' club, by Miss 'Huth Hemenway.
foot Sandals, sizus
Mack, of Tennessee.
ing a bee line for the bucket and!
, 5 to t3
2:3.0 Popular lecture, -In the
4:30 Concert-Chautauqua
Con- lunged fcrward to catch it. His
Barefoot Kingdom"-Dr. Jas. S. Kirt- cert
hand
75c Child's Barecompany,
and the cap went in into the buck,
ley..'
foot Sandals,
.
7:3e1, Conoert-Chautauqua
Conand splashed water on his face, burnwith heel, 5 to s
8:00 Lecture.
"Bouncing
the cert oompany.
ing the skin off wherever the water
' 901 Child's BareBlues,•' fun, fact, philosophy, music
8:00 Gov. Beckham and Senator touche
foot Sandals,
d.
and mirth-Dr. Stanley L. Krebs. - Ca rmack.
with heel, 9 toll
The Peters Lee arrived at 9:30
Saturday, June 22.
Sunday, June 16.
$1 Mis‘esand boys
o'clock this morning from Cincin9:0e Boys' and Girls' club- Miss nati and
2:30 Sermon -Dr„Tas. S. Kirtley.
sandals, with
left •before noon for Mem3:30 Reading, Wilson Barrett's ilemenway,
heel, 12(o2.
phis.
10:00
"Sign of the Cross --Miss Ruth HemNature Study- Mr. James
$1 Woman's bareThe Enos Taylor, derrick boat aret
Speed,
. foot sandal 3 to s.
en way,
barges, have gone to Brookport, aft,
1:30 Walk Afield - Mr. James getting repairs
See our infants'
7:30 Chautauqua Vespers,
at the dry docks.
soft wile elipp
8:04) Address, "Three Gods. or Speed.
all colors, tor 50e.
2:30
Lectur
e on India-Mr. V E.
One"-Dr. Stanley L. Krebs.
Official Forecasts.
Baksh.
Monday, June 17. .
The Oleo, at Evansville and Mt.
4:00 Entertainment-Boys
9:00 Boys' and ,Girls' club-Miss
and Vernon,
will continue rising during
Girls club.
Hem enway.
the next 30 hours. At Paducah and
7:30
Concer
t-Chautauqua Con1'a:30 Nature Study-Mr. James
Cairo, wilt continue rising teeing the
cert company.
Speed.
8:0.0 Stereopticon lecture, "A Pict- next two days.
1:24 Walk Afield, led by Mr. James
The Tennessee from Florence to
ure Peep at Europe"--Mr. Jas. H.
Speed.
below Johnsonville, will rise slowly
Shaw.
2:30 Lecture. "The Power of an
during the next 12 to 24 hours.
Sundae, June 23.
Idea"-Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow,
The Mississippi, at Chester, will
2:30 Lecture, "The Parliament of
Cincinnati,
fall tones/It. From Cape Girareeau to
ManeRabbi
W.
H.
Flnetie
hriber, Cairo, will contin
3:000 Concert-Chautauqua Conue rising durkg the
cert ('ompany-Mhsses Hemenway, of Davenport.
next 12 to 24 hours.
4:00
Sacred concert-Chautauqua
Metzker and Carroll.
The Wabash, at ,sit, Carmel, will
7:e0 Entertainment-Gibeon Garl, Concert company,
continue rising during the next 2
7:00
Chaut
auqua
Vesper
s.
caricaturist.
hours.
8:00 Lecture, "The Psycology of
Salesmanship and
Business"-Dr.
Learning Is wisdom with a large
Stanley L. Krebs.
portion of the experience extracted.
Tuesday, Julio' IS,
9:00 • Boys and Girls' club-Miss
Henaenway.
10:50 Nature Study-Mr. James
Speed,
Inver Stages.
01:34), Walk Afield, led by Mr. James
Cairo
Speed.
32.8 0.1 rise
2:30 Lecture, "A Life Worth Liv- Chattanooga
7.7 0.7 fall
Cincinnati
ing"-Rev. Herbert Bigelow.
27.9 1.0 fall
Evansv
ille
4:0'O Concert-Chautauqua Con23.8 e.8 rise
Florence
cert company.
6.0 1.2 rise
Johnsonville
7:n0 Concert-Chautauqua
1.7 0.1 rise
CosLouisville
I cert company.
1.11.3 0.3 fall
. 8:00 Entertainment.
17.4 0.3 rise
Impersona- Mt. Carmel
tion in Costume -Mr. Gibeon Gail. Nashville
11.8 0.3 rise
Pittsburg
8.8 0.3 rise
Wednesday, June 19.
20.4 0.8 fall
9se0 Boys' and Girls', club-Miss St. Louis
Mt. Vernon
23.5
liemenway.
0.8 rise
23.2 1.7 rise
I
10:10 Nature Study-Mr. James Paducah
Speed.
Without doubt the Betespot arriv1:30 Falk Afield-Mr.
James
.Speed.
ed last night from Wheeling, Ves Va.,
2:30 Popular lecture, "Take the and will enter the local towing busiSunny Side"-Mr. Lou J. Beauchamp. ness immediately. A bluespot is the
I 4:00 Concert -Chautauqua
Con- trade-mark of the Holcomb-Hayes Tie
company,
cert company,
The American will leave today for
7:30 Concert-Chautauqua . ConDecatur, Ala., with set barges of
cert company.
8:40 Steropticon
lecture, "The sand if the T. H. Davis brings up a
Haunt of the Great ellue Heron." fiat today from Joppa.
The Cumberland, the govanment
,with many beautifully colored slides
engineers' boat, arrived yestereey afI-Mr. .lames Speed.
• I 7:30 Concert-Chautauqua Con- ternoon front Nashville and was pulle'i out on the ways today for repairs.
cert company,
In the interval between jobs, the
i 8:00 Lecture, "Religions of India
men at the dry docks took a vacation
I-Mr. V. E. Relish.
today that may be heard from later.
el
Thursday. June 20.,
10:10 Nature Study-Mr. Jamey, They all took skiffs and rowe.I across
to the Illinois side,, where they had
spotted a bee tree. They think there
is a barrel of honey in this tree,
which has been the home of bees for
years, but one or two who did no?
RO are expecting them to come heel
with hands and faces swollen front
stings. Work was resumed on
the
ocean-going schponer at the dry
docks today.
HEN you want Books, Music or Stationery it certai
Charles Kopf returned last night
nly pays you to remember that our stock
from a trip to up-river points this
of Sheet Music is the Itmest in l'adueah, our stock of
Books is not only the largest tint the
slap of Evansville, in the interest of
brat Filecteti in Western Kentucky; our stock of
Stationery comprises the best and latest things in
the West Kentucky Coal Company.
writing papers. And remember
Henry Counts, carpenter on the
Dick Fowler, and wife, have retnrnel
from a five wee”' visit in ClarksJale,
Miss,
The Carrie Lee, a gasoline boat
ran it rOICIIIIIr intervals 'front radiieah to Dyrtetburg, could not leave
yesterday on account of a break In
the Wheel (left.
The rafts gotten at Smithiand by
the Martha Rennen will be towed to

Xot Weather Ayes

F you can look through this store withI out finding what you want in furniture you will be the first one.
The store is a veritable supply all.
Everything for the home, from parlor to
kitchen, and everything so reasonably
priced.
Otir payment plan enables you to buy
so easily, too.
A DOLLAR DOWN AND A DOLLAR A WEEK

enables you to buy without hardly feeling
the expense at all. .

Try Palace
Furniture
. Polish

A Square Deal to All
No matter when death occurs, the COMM
ONWEALTH pays its
Industrial Policies PROMPTLY and
IN FULL, Other eompanics
pay Only one-hair if insured dies within
one year from date of policy. Read what Mr. Varble says:
LOUISVILLE, KY., May 28th, 1907.
COMMONWEALTH LIFE INS. CO.,
Louisville, Ky.
Gentlemen:-1 received today your check
for One Hundred Dollars
($100 00) in settlement of the chlm
which I- had against your Company under Policy No. 27078 issued
op the life of my wife, Mettle E.
Varble, who died May 23d, and I assure
you that I appreciate very
much your prompt and essurteous treatm
ent, and heartily recommend
to all those desiring Industrial insura
nce to Sake it to the COMMONWEALTH, as their policies are, in every
way, the most liberal, especially in regard to placing their
policies in FULL IMMEDIATE
BENEFIT where all policies issued by other
Industrial Companiesare
only in oneltalf immediate benefit,
and although my wife was only insured in November, I received the full
amount of the policy.
Respectfully yours,
(Signed):
LEON, RD N. VA RBLE, Beneficiary.

All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up at the Age
of 75
aVrite a postal card to W. D. Asetlee, Superi
ntendent of Industrial,Department, Eagle Building, Sixth and
Broadway. Padecali,
and an agent will be glad to call and explai
n
features of le/MMONWEALTH Insurance. fully the many exclusive
You do not obligate yourself in any way by talking it over.
Pashwah Depository, (Itizens' Savings Bank.

Commonwealth
Life Ins. Co.

308
Chestnut

J. D. POWERS, Pres.; JUDGE MATT 0.11k)H
ERTY, First Vice
Pres.; DARWIN W. JOHNSON, Sec. and
Terns.
Aletlica5 DirectOr; GREGORY & WHENIVI, ; DR. J. W. GUEST,
Counsel; J. M.
QUINN, Manager of Agenda's, LOUIS (;.
RUSSELL, Manager in- ;
dustrial Department.

bought before the advance and you get
the benefit.

And Bicycle

Everything is Sold at Prices Lower Than
Broadway Stores

D. E. WILSON, The

Book and Music Man

At Harbour's Department Stara.

Misses from 75c a pair up to $1.50.
Men's from 11_50 a pair up to $4.

•
•

GLEAN/ES &SONS'Bro'aly

Bicycles

W

A JUNE SALE OF OXFORDS.
For men women and children. In
this sale there are every grade, style
and kind.
Women's from 75c a pair up to
$3.50.
Children's from :Sec a pair up to

The Commonwealth Gives

15c to 40c

StImetimet4 it Pays You to Re
member

-

JUST OFF BROADWAY

Mattings

Sometimes it Pays You to Forg
et

NEW MATTINGS (11AiSE TO ONETHIRD UNDER VALUE.
12%c, 15c 17',4c, 19Sec and 24.a yard that ought to bring 2 te s to
Of is yard snore.

North Third Street

SO Rolls of China
and Jap

1

The Greatest
Millinery
Bargains o f
the year
Now on Sale
Here.

Sundries

Extra strong line of Dining Room Furniture at
medium prices.
Oak Sideboards
$9.150 up

China Closets
$11.50 up

Woven Wire
and

Canvas Cots
Extra Strong Cots

4i 1.50

North Star
Refrigerators
Use less ice than
other makes.
Just received new
line of

Largest line shown in
Dining Tables
the city. Old wheels
$4.50 up
taken in exchange.
Try our repair deDining chairs, oak, cane
seat
partment, the best
$4.50 up
equipped shop in
town. All work by
See our extra fine Round
$27.50
experts. Work and TAbles is best
quartered oak,
prices guaranteed. worth $22.50
Small payment(fowl',
Give us a call.
only $17.50
balance $1 per week.

.eseeeleserielteee....asie.

60= CARTS

Steel Ranges

